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HEADMASTER'S MESSAGE
At the opening assembly, one of the points I tried to make was that all

of us at the school live in a manner that is beyond the wildest imagina-
tion of most people in this world. In January, as this is being written and
as the temperature remains about that of a good arctic cold spell, as the
science fair gets closer and closer, as the work begins to mount and as
the realisation takes hold that college applications are going to be based
on those first term marks, then I would imagine that most of the school
agrees with my opening statement. However, the agreement is probably
not exactly what I had in mind in September. My guess is that too many
people think now that most of the rest of the world lives a much better
life, one that is free of the pressures that govern lives here.
Perhaps the pressures are less in other places, but I doubt it. Besides,

from what I have seen so far this term, most people seem to like what
they are doing: they like the challenge, they like the sense of ac-

complishment, they like the people they work with and live with. In
general, people work better under pressure and they accomplish more
than they would otherwise. Above all, none of us knows what we can do
until we are pushed and until we are made to test our limits. What a
delight it is to find that our limits are not nearly as narrow as thought
and to find that we can do much more than we ever thought possible
with the right help and the right encouragement. I hope that we have
provided that that help and encouragement this year.

I wanted to make another point when I spoke at that opening
assembly in September. You have had a chance to live with a diverse,
cosmopolitan, interesting group of people this year. There are students
here from every continent (except Australia), from most of the world’s
major cultures and from every major religious denomination. Everybody
shares a common experience while here, whether it is at morning
assembly, in class or on the playing fields, but everybody also retains an
individual identity that is unique. I hope that you have made full use of
this very unique opportunity to enjoy the cultural diversity of your
school community and to learn something from it. If you have learned
tolerance and understanding, then you have learned a great deal and
will be richer for it.

To the grads and those who will not return next year, I wish you good
luck and good fortune. May your time here prove to be one of the most
valuable experiences of your life. Use that experience to help enrich the
lives of others who are less fortunate.
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By the looks of things, this year’s SPECTRUM is

probably the best yearbook that Stanstead College has
ever seen. Through previous learning, and good
organization we were able to fully make use of much
that was available to us from Jostens. This accounted
for a large part of our success.

A great deal of credit must be given to all those

dedicated students who put in many endless hours to

ensure that the yearbook was the best possible.

Whenever something needed to be done there was
always someone on hand.
This year a lot of art work was used in the production

of THE SPECTRUM and many thanks must go to that
talented group of artists for helping to liven up the

book. Thanks also to the trigger happy photographers
who at least tried hard to keep up with our many
demands.

A special mention should be made of those who work-
ed so hard with the advertising campaign. By the first

week in January it had surpassed last year’s record and
was soaring to new heights. Well done guys!
Lastly, I would like to thank both Mr. Duncan and

Mr. Ashworth, our advisors, who were patient and
generous in their disposal of advice and spare time.
Thanks also to Mr. Weeks of Jostens who kept us on
track and showed us new ideas.

Of course, I can not forget Andrew Battah who would
die of anxiety waiting for the next SPECTRUM
session!!!

Carola Bunge
Editor-in-Chief
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THE PREFECTS

Standing: D. Wu, N. Dickins, G. Bruce, J. Dupont, J. Berlie, B. Blois, B. Gallant esq.

Seated: L. Duncan, C. Bunge, E. Renaud, M. Tremblay.

At the end of each academic year the corps of prefects for the next school year are
selected. In the past this number was roughly fifteen. Last year, however, there was a
change in the prefect structure and our numbers were dropped to ten for 1986-1987.
This was done partially to attach some prestige and significance to the position but
also to make way for the new monitor system which was to come into effect this year.
Monitors are students who are basically responsible for helping in the day-to-day

duties in each of the three houses. With so few prefects the monitors’ role was very
important and they did an admirable job in assisting both us and the teachers-on-
duty each day. As with any new setup, there were a few rough areas that needed to be
ironed out. However, I feel it is safe to say that most of our problems are now behind
us and the monitor system promises to be quite a success in the years ahead.
A prefect has a difficult role at Stanstead. On the one hand, he or she is a student

who supports the staff and their decisions, becoming almost one of them . . . but not
quite. On the other hand, he or she is still a member of the student body and,
therefore, shares a lot of the same feelings as the rest of his or her peers. This many
times proves an awkward position to be in as peer pressure and prefect respon-
sibilities often clash.

In closing, I would like to share these feelings with this year’s prefects. Overall I

feel we did a fine job in performing our everyday tasks and showed leadership in all

areas of school life. Most importantly for me, I believe that we were all friends and
this made for a very pleasant working atmosphere and a very enjoyable year. For this
I would like to extend my thanks to all of this year’s prefects and hope that in the
years to come at Stanstead the prefects of the future will continue to bring pride to
this position.

Gary Bruce,
Head Prefect
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CHRISTMAS DINNER

33
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OFFICES - ADMISSIONS - DEVELOPMENT

Phil Wood, Bursar, Clement Jacques, Janet Cass, Diane Bolduc

Joan Peirce, Secretary to the Headmaster William (Bill) Milsom, Development Officer

Andrew Elliot, Admissions Officer
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KITCHEN STAFF

Edna Chamberlain, Marie Batchelor, Sandra Webb.

Claude Bourgoin Helen Huckins

Tony Chamberlain, Diane Middleton, Helen Huckins, Claude

Angers, Sylvain Bergeron

Sheryl Smith, Pamela Batchelor, Shirley Dubois, Mark
Bryant, Judy Bryant, Andrew Bryant
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LIBRARY, INFIRMARY STUDENT STORE

Vicky Reynolds, library

Judy Philip, librarian

Jackie Charland, tuck shop

Shirley Marsh, school nurse
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Bernadette Abrioux, Xavier Abrioux

Three years ago an eager young man from Vic-
toria, British Columbia arrived at Stanstead Col-
lege after a cross-Canada drive in his Volks-
wagon Rabbit, willing and anxious to take up his
duties as teacher of French and as Assistant
Director of Davis House. His stamina and dedica-

tion to the task were soon very evident. A year
later Xavier was both married to Bernadette
Roche and had become Director of Davis House.
Xavier’s sense of organization and his willing-

ness to put in long hours served him well as he
prepared and corrected innumerable exercises
and examinations in French as well as reading
the extensive literary works he taught in the
grade XI course in frangais. The lights were often
seen burning in his office in Lebaron Hall and he
certainly had to call on all his strength to teach,
direct the house, coach cross country running,
basketball and rugby. I am particularly appre-
ciative of his support during these three years.

Xavier has contributed much to Stanstead Col-
lege in a short time and we all send our best
wishes with him and Bernadette in their future
life in Winnipeg.
Nos meilleurs voeux de succes et de bonheur et

nos remerciements les plus sinceres.

How we wish you could have stayed longer!

- Paul Duncan

Three years ago Bernadette Roche joined the facul-

ty to teach senior Chemistry and some Mathematics
and to act as assistant director of Colby House. It

has been a long time since we have had a native
from P.E.I. on the staff*. The strong character and
determination, developed on the island, were soon in
evidence. The student body quickly realized that it

was far easier to do their homework, complete their
assignments on time and use the appropriate format
for term papers, rather than face the persistence of
Miss. Roche.
By the beginning of the second year, Bernadette

had many changes. The first was becoming Mrs.
Abrioux. The second was that she had built an em-
ire on the 5th floor. It was here that she had made
erself an office, had produced an incredibly well

organised store and had an immaculate laboratory.
In this lab. one could find students quietly and effi-

ciently working through a series of experiments as
though they had been doing it all their lives.

During the evenings the lab. was quite different,

for it was there that students went for academic
help, for someone who would listen, with sympathy,
to their problems and where they could even find a
shoulder to cry on. No matter if she was teaching,
doing duty, coaching soccer or any other of her many
activities, Bernadette managed to have students
aim high and perform above their expectations.
Bernadette, we are delighted to have had you with

us. Sorry your stay could not be longer and we wish
you and Xavier good luck and success in your new
positions in Winnipeg.

Tony. Eveleigh.
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(Left) Louise Lepine
(Centre) Tom Daly
(Right) Doris Edgar

Louise Lepine came to Stanstead as a practice

teacher and decided to stay. She has been a
vibrant addition to the language department as
teacher of Spanish and French and her students
of the past two years will not forget the many ac-

tivities she devised for them to enliven their

language classes. Some even sang and danced on
the stage in the Variety Show and gave a Spanish
atmosphere to that activity. She also was the
Assistant Director of Colby House where her
organizational skills were put to the test and she
managed to put together some very respectable
squash and tennis teams. Sunday saw her often

on the ski slopes as she is a great lover of alpine
skiing. With marriage on the horizon she is leav-

ing us but has left her mark in the two years
spent here with the people of Stanstead.
Merci et meilleurs voeux de bonheur au

Nouveau Brunswick. Gracias y Adios!

Paul Duncan

Tom Daly came to us straight from university full of en-

thusiasm. It was refreshing to find that the educational process
had not deadened his curiosity and that he was still an avid
reader. Tom was responsible for the senior Physics and some
Mathematics.
Now that Tom is leaving I am concerned as to who is going to

score 100% in the SIN (Sir. Issac Newton.) Test, who is going to

ask me about, such things as Mandlebrot Fractals and what
will I do with all the time available if I do not have his impossi-

ble problems to solve?
It has been encouraging to see how Tom’s enthusiasm has

been reflected in his senior students. Our technical magazines
have been well used by budding scientists trying to find out
what is happening out in the real world.
As well as teaching, Tom has coached Bantam Soccer and

Hockey and for the last two years has been the assistant House
Director of Davis. To all these activities Tom has brought con-

cern and dedication. Many of our students will remember, with
pride, the year that Mr. Daly coached the Bantam Soccer team
to win first place in the E.T.I.A.C.
Tom’s major interest was Astronomy, and here again he pass-

ed this on to the students. On many a cold dark night Tom could
be seen leading a band of enthusiasts, out past the barn, to a
point where they could study the stars.

Our thanks to Tom Daly for his contributions to Stanstead
College during the past three years. We shall certainly miss
him. We wish him every success in his new appointment at St.

Georges School, the school where Tom himself was educated.

Tony Eveleigh.

After six years as Director of the girls’ residence, Mrs. Edgar
is leaving to be with her family on the West coast. I will miss
her. I will miss her steady presence in the House, her sense of
responsibility, her caring and concern for the girls and the

school, her readiness to help out around the school and in the
community.
Doris took on the job as House Director at a particularly dif-

ficult time in the fall of 1981. The current House Director had
left in the middle of the first term on very short notice. For-
tunately, Doris had just moved to Stanstead and I know she was
very involved in the Girl Guide movement. Luckily, she agreed
to take on this very demanding position at short notice. It was a

happy circumstance for the school, and I will always be grateful

for her willingness to take on this responsibility on top of her
many volunteer activities with the United Church and the
Guides.
Schools on the West coast have made Doris offers for a similar

position, and I hope that all the members of Stanstead College
join me in wishing her good luck in the future. Wherever Doris
goes, I know she will bring to her new job the dedication and en-

thusiasm she has given to us at Stanstead. We will all miss
Doris, but at the same time know that she will take a bit of

Stanstead with her in her heart.

Doris, goodbye, good luck and thank you for your presence
here with us.

Barry Gallant
Headmaster
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Captain Peter Howard

August of 1969 saw an influx of five teachers and families from across the sea; one of the
most colourful additions to the Stanstead staff that year was Peter Howard, called by some the
Captain. Peter, his lovely wife Barbara and teenaged daughter Cathy settled into their house
on Mountain View, while son Peter John made frequent trips to see them across the Atlantic

as a BOAC pilot.

In his early years at Stanstead, Cadets were an important part of the school structure; one
could often hear Captain Howard's voice booming, as he led drills and offered advice. Fencing
was an especial interest of Mr. Howard, and many young lads learned to appreciate this

gentleman’s sport. From Cadet instruction, we can see how rifle-range activities and the skeet-

shooting club soon developed. Hunter safety courses for local and student hunters were held by
Mr. Howard. Other activities which Mr. Howard took over in the years to follow have been ar-

chery instruction, the organization of the horse-back riding trips to Wilvaken, and more
recently the public speaking and debating clubs. A few years were actively spent in Davis
House directing the senior boys from the Fish Bowl.
Student across these eighteen years will most remember Mr. Howard for his intense love of

literature and his extensive vocabulary. How many young men and women have tried to take
the easy route by asking the human dictionary (Mr. Howard) the meaning of a word? Mr.
Howard's students would concur that to him Words ARE Important.
In Mr. Howard’s classes, poetry study became an opportunity to hear his voice give meaning

to the cadences and rhythms of the masters. The drama of Shakespeare became more relevant

and virile, as Mr. Howard demonstrated the intricacies of Julius Caesar, MacBeth, The Mer-
chants of Venice

,

and King Lear. Who will forget those moments of pleasure as many ap-

preciated the chance to enjoy the classics?

Other fond memories will include the sight of the master artificier lighting up the night sky
on a summer evening before the baccalaureate exercises and the sounds of an assortment of

refurbished, rejuvenated automobiles well-known in student lore as Tankmobiles.
Expecting your frequent visits, we will all look toward your reserved easy chair in the Staff

Room. We wish you well, Mr. Howard, in your years of retirement.

D.J. Duncan
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Joan MacDonald

It was with sadness that in the fall of 1986 Joan’s co-

workers learned that she planned to relinquish her
typewriter.
In the seven years Joan worked at the school as

Development Officer, she gained the respect and ad-

miration of the staff with her cheerfulness and sense of

humour. No task was ever too much trouble, or

beneath her dignity, and she willingly spent hours pa-

tiently delving into old records to trace former
students.
She leaves behind her many accomplishments, not

the least of which is an up-dated list of alumni, a
history of the school, «The Stanstead College Story», or

Joan’s preferred title, «The School with a Heart»,

which brings joy and fond memories to all who read it.

Another highlight was the «Homecoming» she almost
single-handedly organized in 1985, meticulously plan-

ning each detail. Over three hundred former students
and teachers, from all parts of North America, converg-

ed on the school for a delightful weekend of historical

displays, dinner-dance, etc.

We miss you Joan. We wish you all the very best of

health and happiness as you join Mac on his travels on
behalf of Rotary International.

Joan Peirce

Evelyn Sisco

Mrs. Evelyn Sisco, a long-time resident of Rock Island, is retiring

at the end of the present school year. Mrs. Sisco joined the support

staff of Stanstead College on September 8th, 1970, as one member of

a group of ladies who handle the cleaning of student residences,

classrooms, laboratories, offices and other areas of the school cam-

pus. Initially Evelyn worked in Bugbee House, when it was the

junior school residence under the direction of Mr. Barry Gallant, the

House Director at that time. Shortly after starting with the College,

Mrs. Sisco transferred to the school Laundry, where she has remain-

ed during the ensuing years. For the past several years, Mrs. Sisco

has been the supervisor responsible for both the laundry service and
the building cleaning staff composed of seven persons.

Mrs. Sisco has one son, Guy, living in Ontario, and two grand-

children, She has made frequent trips to visit the family, whenever
the school breaks would allow time off. Now with her retirement

after almost seventeen years service, we hope these visits will be

more relaxed.

A retirement dinner was held on Thursday, the 18th of June 1987,

to recognize Mrs. Sisco’s service to Stanstead College. Her friends

and colleagues at the school wish her good luck and a long and happy
retirement.

Phil Wood
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THE DAY STUDENTS

Back Rows: R. Kasowski, P. Grieve, L. Reynolds, F. Dupont-Smith, D. Goodfellow, M.F. Blanchet, P. Dube, A.M.

Beasse, N. Saparoff, A. Johnson, L. Duncan, R. Poston. Front Row: E. Poston, J. Poitras, M. Bolduc, T. Peasley,

K. Saparoff, T. Denney, N. Dewey, S. Stevens.
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THE YEARBOOK CLUB

When the Headmaster asked me to take over the yearbook
four years ago I readily agreed to do the job and told him I

would do it for three years after which I felt there would be lit-

tle left to do and little remaining challenge. How wrong I was.
It is not that we haven’t reached the goals I had set but rather

that I had not forseen the possibilities. In the first three years

we went from not knowing how to run a yearbook to producing
one of the best in the history of the school. In the third year I

was joined by Mr. Paul Duncan who, after a few months of get-

ting his feet wet, joined me in looking ahead.
Our main push this year was advertising. We increased our

income considerably by jumping from just over three thousand
dollars last year to nine thousand this year. For this we are

very grateful to our many supporters.
What lies ahead? Well we plan to make inroads in our main

layout designs and since our yearbook company is going ‘com-

puter’ we will have another change to look forward to. With this

in mind we have three students going to yearbook camp, one to

learn the trade, one to look into ‘new’ things that we can do and
one to look into ‘computerization’.

Besides all those students who contributed to the book, I

would like to thank Mr. Duncan for all his assistance. He helps

keep me sane. A very special thanks goes to Mr. Marc Shefler

who took over the photography at a time when we were behind

in that area. His many hours and careful work have helped pro-

duce some really good pix this year.

Thanks all.

Peter Ashworth
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GRADE TEN TRIP TO OTTAWA

This year’s Grade Ten trip to Ottawa took place on March 5th and 6th
this year. Everyone was awake early for the seven thirty departure.

After a fairly uneventful bus ride, lunch was eaten upon arrival in

Ottawa at McDonalds or Burger King. The bus then stopped briefly at

the hotel before proceeding to Parliament Hill.

Once at Parliament Hill there was a busy schedule to follow. First

there was a tour of part of the center block. Students even had a chance
to go into the House ofCommons and see the Prime Minister’s seat. Next
we went up to the Public Gallery to watch Question Period. At about
three o’clock we had to leave to go to a meeting with Mike Duffy (a CBC
reporter) and the Minister of Youth. The afternoon was very interesting

and the efforts that Mr. Ian MacDonald made to organise our visit were
appreciated.

That evening was free time for everyone and it gave people an oppor-

tunity to have a meal at a restaurant of their choice, to do some shopping

and to see a bit of Ottawa. Breakfast the next morning was served at the

hotel and then we left on the bus.

The first stop was the War Museum where many of the displays

covered topics in the grade ten history course. We then went next door to

the recently renovated Canadian Mint. Glass windows stopped us from
taking any coins but the tour was interesting anyways! After lunch we
went back to Parliament Hill. We were given a tour of the Senate

Chamber in the Center Block and then a tour of the Heritage Rooms in

the East Block. The bus then took us for our last meal - an early supper -

and we then left for Stanstead. Afterwards everyone was tired but had
learned a little as well as enjoyed themselves. Thanks to Mrs. Gallant,

Mr. Retchless, and Miss Tweedie who accompanied us on our trip.
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7'S & 8'S CAMPING ADVENTURE
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September

October

November

December

January

STANSTEAD COLLEGE
ACTIVITIES
1986-1987

5 Students Arrive; Welcome BBQ
6 Movie: “The Jagged Edge”

13 Tuck Shop Get-Together Dance
16 Clubs and Activities Opening
20 Movie: “To Live and Die in L.A.”
21 Outing Club: Pinnacle Climb in Baldwin’s Mills
22 New Students’ Run
23 Advisee Dinner
27 Trip to Disco l’lmprevu in Sherbrooke

2 E.S.L. Trip to Bombardier Museum in Valcourt
4 Alumni Day

Princeton Representative
Video Night in Houses

5 Terry Fox Run
9 Prefect-Staff Soccer Game

15 Ontario University Night at Lennoxville, Grade 12
18 Movie Trip to Newport, Vermont
19 Outing Club: Jay Peak Hike
21 PSAT’s - Grade Tens

Maritime University Representatives in Lennoxville
25 Mystery Solution Contest
31 York University Representative

Hallowe’en Dance

1 SAT’s - Grade Elevens and Twelves
Video Night in Houses

6 Francais Trip to “Le malade imaginaire” in Montreal
8 Movie Trip to Newport, Vt.

11 Grade 10 History Trip to Quebec City
12 Fall Athletic Assembly
22 “Twelfth Inning” - Youtheatre Production from Montreal
29 Parents Visiting Day

Video Night in Houses

4 C.E.G.E.P. Representatives Day in Lennoxville
6 S.A.T. and Achievement Tests

Outing Club: Fitch Bay Camping
Shopping Trip and Movies in Sherbrooke

13 Christmas Dance
14 Christmas Dinner and Carol Service

10 “Mixed Company” of Yale University -- Chorus
17 Video Night in Houses
18 Winter Carnival in the Three Villages

Prefects & Animation Games on Campus for Children
24 Movies in Newport
29 Carnival Weekend

Sleigh Rides with Stanley Whitcombe
30 Ski Holiday
31 Carnival Activities: Indoor and Outdoor

Carnival Dance



February

March

April

May

June

3 Junior Science Fair

13 Queen of Hearts Day: Winner: Rachel Poston

14 Valentine’s Party in Tuck Shop
15-17 Current Affairs Club in Toronto

19 Representatives from S.A.D.D. meeting students and Prefects

21 Annual Lip Synch Contest
24 Teacher-Parent Reception at University Club, Montreal

26 Senior Science Fair

5 Grade 12 Biology Trip to Newport Hospital

Grade 9 Francais Trip to ‘Torpheline” play in Mtl
5-6 Grade 10 History Trip to Ottawa & Environs

7 Sugaring-Off Trip to La Grillade in Granby
8 PBS Fund-Raising Campaign with Stanstead Students

12 Grade 9 Class Plays - “The Monkey’s Paw” and “Feathertop”

Winter Sports Assembly
14 Video Night in Houses
15 Eastern Townships History Society Public Speaking Contest in Sherbrooke:

Natalie Rawlings and Elizabeth Darling

10-11 Model United Nations, Plymouth State College, Plymouth, New Hampshire:

Natalie Rawlings, Elizabeth Darling, Neil Dickins, and Marie Michelle

Lavigne
11 Movie Trip to Newport
14 Concordia University Representative

Rotary Public Speaking Contest in Sherbrooke Neil Dickins and Natalie

Rawlings
18 Spring (Easter) Dance
21 McGill University Representative

25 Video Night in Houses
30 Sir Isaac Newton Physics Competition

2 Alumni-Grads Softball Game
Alumni-Grads Dinner
“Iolanthe” Production at Haskell Opera House by Montreal-West Island

Operatic Society

Outing Club: White Water Rafting
8-9 Theatre Arts Productions: “Ah, Sweet Mystery” and “Sally and Sam”
16 Graduation Dinner-Dance at LeGrand Hotel in Montreal
23 Video Night in Houses
24 Audio-Visual Programme for Public Relations - Presentation for Students

27 Annual Stanstead Public Speaking Contest
Senior Winner: Neil Dickins
Junior Winner: Rosalie Kasowski

29 Annual Variety Show: Mr. Retchless, iij charge

30 Concert of Poetry and Song by “St. Martins in the Fields” Chorus at

Haskell Opera House

3 All Campus Track and Field Day
5 Staff-Prefect Softball Game
6 Goodbye Dance
9 Spring Athletic Assembly

10-12 Grade 7-8 Camping Trip to Fitch Bay
12 Graduates Dinner

Fireworks and BBQ
13 Baccalaureate and PrizeGiving Service
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VARIETY SHOW
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DAVIS HOUSE

This year in Davis House was very different

from the previous years for two reasons, both
which changed the look and smell of the
residence. The first was the new school dress in-

cluding a house tie which seemed to make people
somewhat more civilized (although there were
always exceptions)! At the very least anyway,
everyone looked more presentable. The second
was the permanent closing down of the smoker
which made the going tough for some but the at-

mosphere more pleasant for all.

In my three year association with Davis House,
this group of students was the best. Taking care of

fifty-two senior boys is never easy but the house
ran smoothly all year. The prefects did an ex-

cellent job, as did the house committee and
monitors. Thank you for working hard and mak-
ing this year a success. As usual, money was rais-

ed by selling Davis Destroyers and other
delicacies on Sunday evenings. The ex-smoker
was converted into a kitchen, and with the dona-
tion of a new VCR, the basement certainly looked
different. Money raised by the house committee
went to subsidize the end of year BBQ, Davis
House T-Shirts, board games for the long winter
term, and outfitting the kitchen.
As usual, Davis was a collection of characters

representing many countries and customs. For
some, working off detentions was a very popular
pastime, especially reporting for work at 7:00 am!
Checking in early before breakfast with Mr.
Abrioux was also very popular for those who had
trouble getting up in the morning.!
The school year is one of cycles usually govern-

ed by the various sports available on t.v. In the
fall the lounge is crowded with NFL fans, the
winter dominated by college basketball, and the
high point of the year is the NHL playoffs. It is an
experience being in the lounge during a ‘Battle of

Quebec’.
In closing, thank-you to the TOD’s and to my

assistant, Mr. Daly, for all the time you devoted
to the house. To those leaving Davis, I hope you
will all have lots of good memories; to those retur-

ning next year I hope you enjoy Davis House as

much as I have.

Xavier Abrioux
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COLBY HOUSE
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Colby House was bulging Sept. 5 when seventy-eight residents descended, took occupancy of

their rooms and started to get acquainted. Two more joined our group before Christmas.
This year we represent nine countries; U.S.A., England, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Japan,

Venezuela, Mexico, China and Liberia. We also come from Canadian families based in Saudi
Arabia, several African Countries and India.

The Colby Tuck Shop, under the capable management of Kim Woodstock was a very suc-

cessful venture this year. Kim and her helpers deserve the thanks of all for their hard work.
Other hard working residents include our prefects and our new monitors. With them, the

residence has operated very well.

The new heating system was much easier to live with and the ‘smoker’ disappeared, at least

the one in 310 did.

Kilts, v-necked crested pullovers, and button down collars with the exclusive Colby tie

became the girl’s new ‘school dress’, and “tuck in your shirt” became the familiar phrase.

While instant noodles gained a bit on the pizza this year the same old comaraderie con-

tinued to exist.

As this year’s residents move on, I would like to wish all of you the best of luck and best

wishes for the future.

I leave with many good memories of my six years in Colby Residence. I hope all of you will

also retain good memories and return to say ‘hello’ when possible.

Doris Edgar
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BUGBEE HOUSE
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The opening of school in September saw
Bugbee House expand to an almost full com-
pliment of junior boys. As well as having
almost all beds full we had to reclaim a room
for our expanding day student population.

As the new students got to know the return-
ing students and as everyone fitted into a
new routine the house began to roll.

The house is made up of a very interesting
group of very nice guys. Many of them par-

ticipate in the running of the house, in such
responsibilities as taking care of the soft

drink machine, the finances, the mail etc.

etc.. A special mention should be made of the
food committee who sold something edible

just about every Thursday evening and col-

lected over $500.00 in profits. The majority
of this went to small house parties during
the year and to our big sirloin steak cook out
in early June. The students who took part in

these are to be congratulated.
The biggest change of all was in the dress

this year. My how smart all our students
looked in their new ‘school dress’ and their
own Bugbee tie. Sharp gu3's, real sharp.

I would like to thank the house committee,
especially the grade nine members, for all

their work. The two senior prefects and the
four senior monitors all did a super job as did
the TODs - thank you all for making Bugbee
such a good house. A special thanks to my
wife for her general cheerfulness and cook-

ing and to Miss Carleton for her cooking also

and for the many extras she does for us all.

We all wish Capt. Howard a very pleasant
retirement and to the grade nines I wish you
all the very best. We will miss you.
To each and every one of you, thanks for

another good year.

Peter Ashworth
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ANIMATION COMMITTEE

Back Row: Mr. A. Philip, J. Berlie, M. Langelier, D. Lemaire, J. Shahrabani, R. Johnson, T.

Deom, R. Chan, A. Zawisza, A. Farekh, Mrs. D. Duncan Middle Row: M. Lee, G. Breault, W.
Leung, I. Paradis, E. Ciampini, M. Bolduc, V. Drouin, S. Kovacs, K. Woodstock, S. Chiu, F.

Chu, R. Gallant Seated: R. Lyon, L. Duncan, A. Battah, J. Battah, D. Fung, A. Akyea, N.
Goldberg

Standing: G. Bruce, E. Lafreniere, A. Battah, P. Renaud, Mrs. Duncan Seated: T. Denney,
R. Johnson, M.A. Desjardins, R. Gallant
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CAMERA CLUB

More students became involved with our camera club this year. Many picked up the basic

tricks necessary to transform a finished roll of film into some great pictures! The club once

again, put on an exhibit on parent’s day. Visitors had a look or two while they patiently

waited to see teachers. The photographs received alot of genuine compliments for their com-

position and quality. All kinds of subjects were filmed, which presented a big visual variety to

everyone. I would like to thank those teachers and parents who judged work and decided on

the winner, Chris Mongrain. Chris and Greg Gallagher also assembled a sound slide show too.

Another location in Pierce Hall was used by the club to post some eye turning photos

throughout the school year.
ta/t

Members who have come forth and presented their work on the pages of the SPECTRUM
this year, have some very promising shots.

I encourage participants to keep up their photography and snap the shutter over the sum-

mer so that we can explore questions and new techniques. Until next season, thanks

everybody,

iM
,

camera club advisor
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DEBATING AND PUBLIC SPEAKING

Elizabeth Darling (Third from Left) and Natalie Rawlings (Far Right) who took top honours at The Sher-

brooke Historical Society Public Speaking Contest are shown here with other winners.

The 1986-87 debating and public speaking season initially looked very grim indeed, with on-

ly one member returning. However, when a cry for new members went out, a good number of

new enthusiasts reported for duty. They helped make this year the most successful in recent

memory.
The highlights of the season were a fast-paced BCS debating tournament (aided greatly by

the presence of one Dave Masco), the Plymouth State College Model UN (is that Canada with a

K, Ned?), and Natalie Rawlings 2nd place showing in the Quebec Rotary Club Public Speaking

Finals. Other events included a Model Parliament, Historical Society Speeches and
preliminary Rotary competitions. The interschool public speaking competition was full of

talent, Rosalie Kasowski taking the junior class and Neil Dickins winning the senior category.

This year is especially meaningful because it marks the end of Capt. Howard’s 12 year in-

volvement in the programme. His undying optimism and support will be dearly missed.

As a 3-year veteran of the circuit, I would like to add my personal best wishes to the excellent

talent returning next year (the Terrible Trio), as well as my thanks to Mr. Howard for many
memorable experiences.

Neil Dickins.



INVESTMENT CLUB

Seated: Greg Gallagher, Julie Battah, Neil Diekins, Julia Willians Standing: Joel
Sharabani, Pierre Seager, Gary Bruce, Mr. Barry Gallant

Front Row: Sophie Petitclerc, Neil Diekins, Jean Berlie, Philippe Renaud, Matthew Watson.
Second Row: Maveda Lee, Curtis Karmatz, Louis Giguere, Mr. Peter Ashworth, Greg
Gallagher, Catherine Sansouch, Andrew Battah, Emmanuelle Renaud, Gary Bruce, Joel
Sharabani, Derrick Fung, Kevin Boden, Andrew Hickey, David Wu, Veronica Chiu, Mr. An-
drew Elliot

CURRENT AFFAIRS CLUB



THE MODEL TRAIN CLUB

After a couple of years layoff the model train club was once again begun.
Several students approached me in January asking to restart the club and
after I realized at least some of them were very serious, I agreed.
We started by clearing off the table and taking it down to the bare wood.

From there track plans were drawn up and the roadbed and track put
down. The electrical system was next and it is somewhere in the middle of
this that we will Finish for the first half year. We have proceeded at a much
faster and a much better quality pace in the first six months than we did in

the previous year the club ran. This is due to some very sensible and
somewhat experienced members.

I want to thank the members of the club for all their work and good
humor. Thank-you also for rekindling my interest in model trains. Well
guys, next year it is on to the scenery so get the thinking caps on this
summer.

Peter Ashworth
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RIFLE CLUB
Gold Medalists

R. Lyon, P. Seager, Capt. P. Howard, P. Chan, N. Dickins, M. Tzortzidis

The rifle club has operated regularly since the
beginning of the year, with some success. Club
members have won eighteen bronze medals,
fourteen “silver” and eight “gold”.

This year we have managed to get two of the

top awards, the “Sharpshooter”, won by Neil

Dickins and Paul Chan. Maria Tzordzidis was
well on the way as was Richard Lyon, but
neither of them had time to complete the

necessary targets.

The girls did well. Shelley Jacobs and Maria
Tzordzidis both won their “gold” awards and the

winning pair in the annual rapid fire team com-
petition were Pierre Seagar and Maria.

I have run this club for eighteen years now
and, on retirement, leave it with regret. There
has always been a long waiting list of students

wanting to join and we have a proud record of

awards in the National Shooting Competition.

When the girls arrived they played their part.

One girl, Janet Edgar, reached “Sharpshooter”,

and many have achieved “Gold”. In the past,

two students, Mike Amaron and Eddie Lyon,

reached the almost impossible peak award of

“Silver Shield Expert”.

Captain Peter Howard
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P. Chan, Capt. P. Howard, N. Dickins

SHARP SHOOTERS
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This year was great for the Arts and Crafts Club. The members
were Marcela, Melanie, Virginie, Lucy, Amelie, Tina, Winnie,
Stephanie and Nancy.
The club met every Tuesday evening and a special thanks go to

Mrs. Edgar and Mrs. Ashworth who helped us so much with our
many projects. Through the year we made pillows, stuffed nerds,
made Christmas ornaments and bracelets etc. etc. We all had lots

of fun, especially when we saw Virginie’s lop-sided nerd!

Melanie and Marcela
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ECOLOGY FIELD TRIPS
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SCIENCE FAIR
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THE SCHOOL PLAYS
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Sweet Mystery

l

Ah,

A FARCE ONE ACT

by John Kirkpatrick

CHARACTERS
(In order of their appearance)

Cyrus Jones * Neil Diekins

Hattie Briggs Carols Bunge

Kate Briggs Iynnea Duncan

Nurse Rose Wilson Julia Williams

Mrs. Emily Briggs . ... Julie Battah

Willie Briggs Bart Kascvski

Martha . . Kim Woodstock

Dr. Gildersleve Jean Berlie

SCENE: Living room in the home of Mrs. Emily
Briggs.

TIME: About nine-thirty on an evening in
early spring.

COSTUMES Mrs. Doris Edgar

MAKE-UP Mrs. Maggi Graham

LIGHTING & SCXJND . Billy Biois
Danny Morgan
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Sally andSam
A COMEDY EN ONE ACT

By Jack Frakes

CHARACTERS

Sally's Psyche Alexandra Zawisza

Sally Elizabeth Darling

Sam* s Psyche Jeffrey Cogan

Sam Eric Hill

Sally* s Mother (Mrs* Cross) YjY

.

Blanche

t

Sam’s Mother (Mrs. Square)... Emmanue lie Renaud

Matilda Quadrangle Marie -Miche11 Lavigne

Schoolteacher (Miss Rule) Karina Cloutier

Tootie Triangle EmmanueHe Renaud

Phoebe Heart Anne-Marie Beasse

Alex Point Louis Giguere

Sally*s Father (Mr. Cross) Greg Gallagher

PIACEi By suggestion, two home areas: each with
bedrooms and general living space, a classroom,
bleachers at a football game and a car*

TIME: The year the actors were born - or about
one-and-a-half nos taligic decades ago.
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MIXED COMPANY
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Senior

GjLjctJL s'

Soccer

Top Row: J. Levy, M. Latreille, K. Blouin, M. Bouchard, C. Brink, I. Laberge, A.
Zawisza, L. Duncan, P, Carleton, Coach Bottom Row: M. Tremblay, J. Deslauriers,
C. Sansoucy, C. Bunge, E. Ciampini, E. Renaud, J. Battah, J. Hindley
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November, 1986

It was an exciting season for me this year because we won some of our league games and made it to the

play-offs where we were defeated 3-1 by Alexander Galt. I don’t think I saw the girls play a harder game
all season.

Our invitational tournament went very well this year. The weather was co-operative and the caliber of

play was very high indeed. BCS went home with the pennant but it was a very enjoyable day for all.

A special thanks to Carola and Eva, who led the team quite ably, and to the rest of the team who always
tried their best, no matter what the situation.

Congratulations to Senior ‘S’ recipients Julie, Manon, Cory, Eva, and Marilene; and to Major ‘S’ reci-

pients Carola, Isabel, and Marie-France.
I hope to see many of you back next year. In closing, here’s something a few of you had asked for:

Super Soccer Lasagna Party

Ingredients:

9x13 inch
pan
0.5 - 1 kg
9
2 798 ml
1 tbsp

2 tbsp

1 large

1 package
1/4 lb

1-2 loaves

15-20

Sauce:

1) Brown the ground beef in a frying pan and drain the fat from it.

2) Cook noodles as directed on the box. When finished, soak noodles in cold water until needed.

3) Heat spaghetti sauce in a large pot, adding ground beef, garlic salt, and sugar. Bring to a boil

before removing from heat.

Lasagna:
4) Spread a few spoonfuls of sauce in bottom of pan.

5) Place 3 noodles side by side in pan, cover with sauce, then spread half the cottage cheese over

the sauce.

6) Repeat #5.

7) Layer last 3 noodles, more sauce, and spread grated cheese on top.

Garlic Butter:

8) Soften butter. Sprinkle with garlic salt and blend in.

9) ENJOY!!!

Love,

Miss ‘C’

lean ground beef
lasagna noodles
cans Hunt’s Italian Spaghetti Sauce
garlic salt

white sugar
cottage cheese

mozarella cheese (grate it yourself)

butter
bread
salad

dessert

great soccer players
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Soccex:

Top Row

:

B. Blois, A. Berlanda, D. Fung, T. Deom, J. Shahrabani, J. Loome, A.

Audebert, A. Retchless, Coach, with Robbie Bottom Row: A. Schell, P. Giroux, J.

Cogan, N. Dickins, C. Sezlik, J. Michelen, J.P. Chartol

Teamwork, sportsmanship, and sacrifice were the
hallmarks of this well balanced team. As a coach it was a
pleasure to work with such a nice group of young men.
However, no season is without its low points. Successive
defeats to B.C.S. early in the season had the team worried
about making the playoffs but the boys bounced back not
losing another league game. A tough tie in the last game of

the year gave us home advantage in the playoffs against
Massey'Vanier.
The team played hard, dominated the game and lost on

the strength of a Massey-Vanier penalty shot. Jeff Cogan,
his dejected look after the ref. caught him for his illegal

tackle, will always stick in my mind. The boys pressed on
though and gave a truly inspired effort and as the sky
darkened, time ran out on our season, a season filled with
many proud moments.
To all our fans, especially Mr. & Mrs. Cox, THANK YOU

for your support.
Good luck to all departing players. I wish you the best in

your future endeavours.

COACH A. RETCHLESS
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Top Row: R. Hirsh, L. Giguere, B. Martin, D. Morgan, J. Rosengren, C. Mongrain,
P. Chan Middle Row: A. Elliot, Coach, D. Lemaire, C. Vocisano, J.F. Prieur, S.

Campbell, B. Panagoulakis, R. Johnson, D. Goodfellow, B. Albers, K. Sudo, A.

Philip, Coach Bottom Row: B. Kasowski, P. Gauvreau, S. Gamache, J. Berlie, E.

Hill, J. Dupont, A. Tenpas
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The 1986 Football program returned to a senior level this year with more
than half of the team getting some experience at a junior level a year
earlier. Expectations as always were high, however, other teams had also

grown bigger and stronger and were equally more talented. The team
managed to win 2 games while losing 5 during the relatively short season.
Although the teams record was not a winning one, individuals and special

units within the team had their moments. Quarterback, Eric Hill, did an
admirable iob calling signals while running backs Pierre Gauvreau and
David Goodfellow did most of the ball carrying. Two very tall tight ends in

Russ Johnson and Billy Panagoulakis gave us that First down more than
once. Jean Berlie, team captain and defensive signal caller was outstanding
game in and game out. He was ultimately awarded the team trophy for all

round excellence and leadership. Football is a game that requires alot of dif-

ferent people doing a lot of different assignments. So to all the others who
made up the squad, thank you for your support, enthusiasm and comradery.
Hopefully some of you will return again next year.

Coaches,
Alex Philip
Andrew Elliot
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Junior

~n Jrzr JL .S*

Soccer

Top Row: M. Tzortzidis, I. Lanctot, K. Cloutier, I. Paradis, M.C. Grenier, E. Darl-

ing, S. Jacobs, S. Douville, B. Abrioux, Coach Bottom Row: N. Dewey, A. Chiu,
M.A. Brus, K. Woodstock, Z. Amos, R. Gallant, K. Reynolds, G. Breault

The soccer season began well this year, with twenty-nine
girls showing up for the team tryouts. Having the option of
choice is certainly nice, and we started our season with
seventeen anxious team members, most ofwhom had some
experience with the game. After only four days of practice
as a team, we played in our first tournament! Unfortunate-
ly, we lost both of the games we played but that only made
us work harder. So, work hard was just what we did, all

season long! By the time we entered the semi-finals, our
record was six wins, one tie and three losses!! We ended our
season in a heart-breaking semi-final game, at Galt, in late
October, where we lost by one goal. However, we certainly
provided some tough competition for all the teams we
played.
To all the junior girls - thank-you for a fantastic season. I

hope you learned as much as I did. We know the value of
working together as a team, and more importantly, you
learned the importance of sportsmanship. I hope these are
lessons you will remember for many years!!

It was an excellent season, girls!! Thanks for all the hap-
py memories.

Bernadette Abrioux, Coach
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Top Row: C. Watier, N. Saparoff, M. Akyea, P. Dube, D. Poulin, D. Tardif, M.

Cheetham, M. Shefler, Coach Bottom Row: S. Stevens, S. Madden, D. Kondo, H.

Godin, A. Battah, R. Werner, J. Remillard, T. Denney

JB 9

Soccer

This was my third year coaching the junior boys in soccer. They were a very

energetic team and we all enjoyed ourselves whenever it was game time.

Andrew Battah was elected Captain and did everything possible to help the

team. The others picked up on this, especially when they saw how his tech-

niques worked on the opponents.
Daisuke Kondo played two roles, He was both left halfback and team

manager, positions which he juggled very well. We all depended very heavily

on this pleasant lad.

Our expert goalie Cedric Watier sacrificed any self interests of being in the

center of the field and played many excellent games for us. It was especially

difficult for him because he was able to control the ball and score as a forward.

But the whole team agreed to ask him to tend net. It was a hot gamble on a
good athlete and he accepted. The rest is on record.

There were too many good players to mention individuals but I thank the

whole team for giving their best, even when the ankles were badly sore.

A very special thanks to you all for winning that last game.
Marc Shefler, Coach.
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The 1986 Bantam Boys’ Soccer team had
quite a successful season. Seventeen
students showed up for the tryouts and
fourteen were chosen.

With these players, the team went on to

a four and four record against teams in the
E.T.I.A.C., resulting in a third place finish

in the five team league, along with a

playoff birth. Unfortunately we lost the
semi-final game to Massey Vanier.
Bantam “S’”s were awarded to our team

Captain, Tom Peasley; to our leading
scorer (eight goals) Francois Paradis and
to Ted Brus, all for their dedication to the

team.
Thanks to all the team members for a

very enjoyable season.

T. Daly, Coach
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Team

Top Row: C. Jacques, A. Rivet, B. Viens, S. Kovacs, N. Myre, V. Drouin, M.
Casers, C. Tweedie, Coach Bottom Row: W. Leung, K. Saparoff, M.C. Laberge, R.
Poston, E. Poston, M. Bolduc, S. Brus

The success of this year’s
bantam girls’ soccer team
cannot be measured by the
number of games won. In-

stead, we should concentrate
on other positive aspects of

the season - the laughter, the
sense of teamwork and the
improvement of each player’s
personal skill level. Every
member of the team made an
important contribution to the
season and hopefully received
an equal amount in return.
We started our season on a

very positive note. We placed
second at the Galt Tourna-
ment, losing a hard fought
game to Salesien. Although
this was our best effort, the
girls never gave up hope and
always put forth one hundred
percent at all the rest of our
games.

I would like to thank my
two co-captains, Rachel
Poston and Marie-Ciaude
Laberge for their constant
support and enthusiasm.
They are both talented voung
athletes with a great deal of

potential. I would like to

thank the rest of the team
members for their efforts and
boundless energy which made
them a pleasure to coach.

I look forward with great
hopes for next year’s season.

Cheryl Tweedie, Coach.
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Top Row: L. Lepine, Coach, C. Karmatz, D. Kwok, P. Seager, G. Gallagher, G.

Marsh, X. Abrioux, Coach, Bottom Row: M. To, R. Kasowski, P. Renaud, M.

Lavigne, A. Johnson

This year’s cross-country team
was, to say the least, made up of a

variety of characters! There were
some experienced and dedicated

runners but also several for

whom running was a new
experience.
We competed in several meets

and while the team was too small

to achieve any team awards,
there were some outstanding in-

dividual results. Rosalie
Kasowski, the lone bantam run-

ner, had an excellent season and
regularly finished among the top

three girls for her age group. Un-
fortunately she was unable to

compete in the zone finals and
thus did not get to the provincials

which she undoubtedly would
have qualifed for. One other run-

ner, Michael To, improved steadi-

ly over the season and ran hard
in all races. The team Captain,
Philip Renaud, had nothing short

of an outstanding season. He im-

proved dramatically over last

year and was always in the top

five runners of his class. Philip

qualifed for the provincials where
he represented the school in fine

fashion. He also encouraged the

rest of the team and will never be

forgiven for his warm-up exer-

cises (even though he had difficul-

ty counting) that everyone suf-

fered through.
Overall, the season was a very

enjoyable one and all runners im-

proved their running ability.

Thanks to everyone for a good
year.

Xavier Abrioux, Coach
Louise Lepine, Coach
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FALL ATHLETIC ASSEMBLY
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The following students were also recognized for their athletic achievements during the fall term:

SENIOR'S* JUNIOR’S’ BANTAMS’
J.F. Prieur Amanda Chiu Rachel Poston

Scott Campbell Elizabeth Darling Marie-Claude Laberge

Bill Panagoulakis Nancy Dewey Francois Paradis

David Goodfellow Isabelle Paradis Ted Brus

Michael To Marie Tzortzidis Tom Peasley

Jeff Cogan
Neil Dickins

Joel Shahrabani

Bill Blois

Corey Brink

Julie Battah

Manon Bouchard
Eva Ciampini

Marilene Tremblay

Kim Woodstock
Andrew Battah

Trevor Denney
Daisuke Kondo
Robert Werner
Cedric Watier

Rosalie Kasowski

The following students received trophies

Jean Berlie

Isabel Laberge

Charles Sezlik

Phil Renaud

for All Round Excellence and Sportsmanship:

Football

Girls’ Soccer

Boys’ Soccer

Cross-Country Running
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Basicetball

Team

Back Row; Mr. B. Denney, Coach, J.F. Prieur, D. Fung, P. Arbec, R. Chan, J.

Loome, P. Chan, M. Wang Front Row: J. Shahrabani, K. Sudo, G. Bruce, N.
Dickens, R. Johnson
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The Senior Boys Basketball season for 1986-1987 was a success story, a sort of Hollywood style rags

to riches story, especially for the returning veterans on the team.

Essentially what happened was this. In 1985-1986 the Spartans were 0-8 in league play and 2-17

for the season. This year, with the same nucleus of players, the team went 9-1 in regular season play

to capture the ETIAC league title, won the play-off semi-final and made its first appearance in an

ETIAC final since 1979. Unfortunately they lost the championship game by 1 point in a thriller.

This team was certainly enjoyable to work with both on and off the court. Most of these players

have worked very hard for me for a number of years only to experience limited success against some

very good teams. This season the years of work and effort paid off and 1 am very pleased that these

players can graduate with such a memorable year.

I wish to thank everyone connected with the team for their support and loyalty to both me and the

programme. I would like to extend special thanks to Gary Bruce, my captain for the past 2 years,

Neil Dickins, our MVP for the past 2 seasons and to Paul Chan, Derrick Fung and Jeremy Loome for

all their years of basketball at Stanstead. I also wish to include our manager, Jean-Francois Pneur,

for his excellent work and for making my life so much easier through a long and emotional season.

Best wishes to the graduating players. I look forward to seeing you for Alumni Games in the

future.
Brian Denney
Head Coach
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Senior

Back Row: A. Desfosses, T. Brink, J. Deslauriers, S. Infilise, J. Hindley, C.
Tweedie, Coach. Front Row: C. Brink, J. Battah, E. Ciampini, M. Tzortzidis, M.F.
Latreille.
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The senior girl’s basketball team for

1986-1987 had a good year, posting an overall
won-loss record of 15-7. In E.T.I.A.C. league play
we finished 7-5 making the playoffs for the first

time in the past three seasons. Once again, Eva
Ciampini was the run away top scorer in the
league with a total of 259 points during the
season play. The highlight of the season,

however, was capturing the senior girl’s in-

dependent schools basketball championship

E
layed in Montreal, and featuring teams from
oth Quebec and Ontario. This is the first time
we have won this championship.
There were many faces on the team this year

and in November I didn’t know what to expect
from this team. I was pleasantly surprised with
their play and have enjoyed working with them.
I would like to thank the players and my
manager for their work and effort during the
season. I would especially like to thank our team
captain, Eva; and congratulate her on an
outstanding season and winning the MVP
trophy this year.

Good luck and best wishes to the grads.

C. Tweedie, Coach
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Back Row: C. Mongrain, A. TenPas, B. Panagoulakis, S. Campbell, B. Albers, M.
Langelier, D. Lemaire Front Row: K. Boden, D. Goodfellow, P. Gauvreau, Mr. A.
Philip, Coach, B. Blois, A. Schell, J. Dupont
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The Senior hockey team did not en-

joy one of its more successful seasons.

It was evident very early in the

season that it was going to be a long,

difficult campaign for both players

and coach.

We all realized the limitations of

the group and so we proceeded to play
out our schedule of committed games
knowing what the outcome was going
to be in each contest.

Three players deserve honourable
mention for the dedication and in-

dividual skill contributed to the pro-

gram. Two physical and strong

skating defencemen, David Good-
fellow and Pierre Gauvreau, tried

valiantly in each game to keep the
opposition off the score sheet. Team
captain and heart and soul of the

team, Billy Blois played his heart out

every game.
I would like to thank the other

members of the team for staying with

the program even against all odds.

The entire team showed incredible

character and discipline game in and
game out and if there was a lesson to

be learned this season it was that

they never gave up.

Alex Philip

Coach
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Back Row: Mr. P. Channell, Coach, M. Martin, L. Giguere, A. Farekh, L. Duncan, J. Berlie,

J.P. Chartol, D. Morgan, P. Renaud, Mrs. N. Coutu, Coach Middle Row: A. Akyea, I. Paradis,

M. Guindon, N. Rawlings, I. Lanctot, M.F. Blanchet, R. Hess, C. Bunge, K. Cloutier, S.

Jacobs, G. Breault, A.M. Beasse Bottom Row: R. Schick, M. Caseres, V. Drouin, F. Paradis, I.

Jacques, M. Watson, S. Kovacs, V. Chiu, C. Jacques
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This year’s edition of the swim team was again a very successful

one. Swimming against strong competition in six classes of boys

and girls, the team entered a total of ten meets. This involved join-

ing two different leagues, the Commission Scolaire regionale de

L’Estrie of Sherbrooke and the G.M.A.A. of Montreal. We also

hosted three swim meets of our own giving the team a good chance

to swim in front of the home crowd.

The highlight of the season was the championship meet of the

G.M.A.A. in Montreal where everyone on our team qualified to

swim in at least one event. Many medals were won from Gold to

bronze showing our strengths in a meet of twelve schools. Our
M.V.P.’s, Carola Bunge and Jean Berlie again showed good leader-

ship and hard work which earned them their share of the awards.

At this time we would like to wish the team all the best in the

future and a sincere thank you for the past.

Coaches, P. Channell, N. Coutu
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Back Row: M. To, D. Wu, C. Karmatz, M. Akyea, A. Johnson, J. Fettu, E. Hill, A.

Hickey, G. Marsh, J. Michelin Middle Row: Miss P. Carleton, Coach, H.
Yamamoto, N. Saparoff, K. Woodstock, E. Darling, G. Kerwin, Mr. A. Eveleigh,

Coach Front Row: K. Saparoff, M.A. Tardif, R. Kasowski, F. Dupont-Smith
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The 1987 season has to be one of the most pleasant seasons in which the ski
team has participated. Not only did we have fantastic snow conditions
throughout the winter, but this year’s team was hardworking and fun-loving,
all of which led to productive and enjoyable competition.
Three years ago skating was first introduced in World Cup competition and

is still causing a great deal of controversy. It is quite amazing how this tech-
nique has so rapidly worked its way down through the system. This year if you
wanted to win then you had to be able to skate. This has meant a much more
demanding training schedule since everyone has had to learn two completely
different styles. In the future it seems there will be two distinct races, one for
skating and one for the traditional Nordic skiing. We shall endeavour to take
part in both.

It was obvious at the start of the season that we did not have a balanced
team. Eric was the only senior with any racing experience but we did have
some promising juniors and bantams. This meant it was going to be difficult to
win overall competitions, however we would be capable of getting some in-

dividual medals and maybe some category trophies.
From the first race at Granby we could see that we were in for a tough

season. The standard of racing was incredibly high. We did not finish the
season as league champions but every member of the team can be proud of the
improvement they achieved. Certainly there are many highlights to be
remembered. Rosalie, for qualifying for the Quebec Games and winning the
trophy for scoring the highest number of points in the E.T.I.A.C. competitions.
This is the second time we have had a qualifier and we hope the pattern will
continue. Then there was Kate, performing an incredible 2.5km. first lap in
the Independent Schools Meet relay, where as a bantam she beat all the senior
girls, and we must not forget her gaining first place at the Zone Competition.
There was the amazement of Marc, Jules and Francois who could not believe
that third, fourth and fifth positions would be good enough to win them the
Bantam Boys’ trophy at the E.T.I.A.C. championships.
The Zone Championship is always an enjoyable occasion, for here a team is

selected from the five schools in the region to represent the E.T.I.A.C. This
year Eric Hill, Hiromi Yamomoto, Nick Saparoff, Kim Woodstock, Elizabeth
Darling, Marc Tardif, Francois Dupont-Smitth, Rosalie Kasowski and Kate
Saparoff all qualified and obtained some of their best times in helping the
region to a very decisive victory.
A great deal of thanks must go to our captains Nick Saparoff and Kim

Woodstock for their enthusiasm and dedication, for without their help the
team would not have won over 20 individual medals plus the Bantam Boys’
and the Bantam Girls’ Shields for the Eastern Townships.
Congratulations to Eric Hill, Andrew Hickey and Hiromi Yamamoto for

gaining their Senior S, to Nick Saparoff, Elizabeth Darling and Kim
Woodstock for their Junior S, to Francois Dupont-Smith, Jules Fettu, Marc
Tardif, Rosalie Kasowski and Kate Saparoff for their Bantam S.

It was a great year and we would like to say thank you to all the members of
the team. May you have many more years of enjoyable skiing.

P. Carleton
A. Eveleigh
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Back Row: Miss L. Lepine, Coach, M. Lee, E. Renaud, I. Laberge, S. Chiu, M.A.

Desjardins Front Row: M. Tremblay, C. Sansoucy, M. Lavigne, M. Bouchard
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With another year
under Coach Shefler’s and
Coach Lepine’s belts, the

squash teams experienced
a vast improvement. An
increase in tournament
play motivated each
player to excel to an op-

timum level.

Our teams epitomized
Canada’s multicultural
status. The differences

varied from religion to

language and origin.

Needless to say we were
all one eager group very
willing to help one
another improve. It is nice

to see an increase in fun-

ding for squash. It’s an in-

dividual sport; but it’s

ours, and we love it!

Charlie Sezlick
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This year's Junior girls’ basketball team had a very suc-
cessful season in many ways. Although the girls only won
three games over the course of the season, they showed a
lot of enthusiasm and character.
The long hours of practice and the continuous exposure to

talented teams with a lot ofexperience certainly helped the
girls to improve their skills. It can be truthfully said by the
end of the season the girls were learning to play as a team
and I am confident that the skills they began to master will
hold them in good stead next year.
This year’s season was one of ups and downs. The girls

won a game by scoring 70 points and they lost a game by 70
points. The B.C.S. Tournament was a character builder:
three tough games that with a little luck could have gone
either way. Keep on practicing girls! Thanks for an en-
joyable year. It was great!

Louise Retchless
Coach
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Hockey

Team

Back Row: Y. Sudo, S. Gamache, S. Madden, D. Poulin, B. Kasowski, P. Dube, J.

Remillard, A. Battah, D. Palov, Mr. A. Retchless, Coach Front Row: S. Stevens, H.

Godin, D. Tardif, T. Denney, C. Watier, M. Anick

This past season, The Bantam Hockey team
enjoyed some excellent moments. The team
was competitive and displayed a very ag-

gressive style of play. As the season progress-

ed, they learned to play as a unit and this

resulted in some excellent games. Most
notably there was a thrilling victory, 3-2 over

B.C.S. in Lennoxville. In local league play the

team lost two tight games in the finals

against Newport. The boys gave 100% and
although they didn’t win, they lost with
character. They learned that it takes, more
than just talent to win. It takes heart. I’d like

to thank all my players for their dedication to

the cause. See you next year!
Andrew Retchless, Coach

Overall Team Record: 8 wins, 5 ties, 8 losses.
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This year’s pee-wee hockey team was a very good learn-

ing experience for all the people associated with it. We
started the year on a winning note, but after Danny Palov
left the team to play for the Bantams, scoring became more
difficult. At that time everyone on the team realized that to

be competitive they would have to work as hard as possible

all the time. It was this hard work that kept us close in

most games; all the way from Patrick Grieve’s excellent

goaltending, through the consistent defense of Tom
Peasley and up to the rushes of Rob Werner and all the
other hard working forwards. Everyone on this team pull-

ed his weight and this resulted in a fun filled and
memorable season.
Many thanks to Marcus Cheetham for his very good work

as a manager and part-time player and to the team cap-

tain, Richard Lyon and his assistants Tom Peasley and Rob
Werner for all their efforts.

Tom Daly, Coach
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AWARD WINNERS

Back Row: B. Blois, E. Ciampini, I. Laberge, C. Bunge, L. Duncan. Front Row: P. Gauvreau, J. Berlie, G. Bruce, D.

Goodfellow, N. Dickens, C. Sezlik, P. Reneaud.

THE FOLLOWING ALL ROUND EXCELLENCE AND SPORTSMANSHIP TROPHIES WERE
AWARDED:
Senior Hockey The Dawes Trophy
Boys Basketball Dr. E.C. Amaron Trophy
Girls Basketball The Bess Ferguson Trophy
Girls Squash Katsi Goodleaf Mem. Trophy
Boys Swimming The Trustees Trophy
Girls Swimming The Trustees Trophy— T]

Billy Blois
Neil Dickins
Eva Ciampini
Isabelle Laberge
Jean Berlie
Carola Bunge

THE FOLLOWING STUDENTS WERE AWARDED THEIR MAJOR “S”
Isabelle Laberge
Pierre Gauvreau
Lynnea Duncan
Gary Bruce
THESE STUDENTS WERE ALSO RECOGNIZED:

Charlie Sezlick
Eva Ciampini
Carola Bunge

BANTAM “S”
Patrick Grieve
Richard Lyon
Thomas Peasley
Robert Werner
Rosalie Kasowski
Kate Saparoff
Francois Dupont
Jules Fettu
Marc Tardif
Francois Paradis
Virginie Drouin

JUNIOR “S”
Nancy Dewey
Rachel Poston
Danny Palov
Henri Godin
Cedric Watier
Andrew Battah
Daisuke Kondo
Cindy Ciampini
Alex Banh
Doug Poulin
Kim Woodstock
Nick Saparoff
Mirielle Guindon
Amanda Chiu
Cecelia Jacques
M.F. Blanchet
Isabelle Lanctot

Billy Blois
Jean Berlie
Philip Renaud
Neil Dickins

SENIOR “S”
Veronica Chiu
Thomas Deom
Andrew Hickey
Eric Hill

J.P. Chartol
Russell Johnson
Ken Sudo



Skateboarding Craze
Opens the Spring Term
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Back Row: Mr. A. Philip, Mr. B. Denney, H. Yamamoto, N. Rawlings, D. Tardif, P.

Renaud, M. Lavigne, B. Kasowski, J.F. Prieur, J. Fettu, W.C. Chan, E. Darling, R.

Kasowski, Miss C. Tweedie, Mr. P. Channell. Middle Row: J.P. Chartol, M. Tzort-

zidis, B. Panagoulakis, I. Paradis, N. Dickins, I. Laberge, J. Dupont, J. Hindley, A.

Berlanda, K. Woodstock, E. Hill Front Row: M.A. Tardif, I. Jacques, F. Paradis,
M. Bolduc, A. Rivet, K. Saparoff, R. Poston, R. Schick
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TRACK & FIELD - 1987

The 1987 track and field season was again a pleasureable
one for both me and the coaching staff. The combination of

a small, cooperative and dedicated group of athletes and
generally beautiful spring weather made our work very easy
indeed.
The team had a good attitude towards work and effort and,

due to the individualistic nature of the sport, they measured
their success over the season in personal improvement. If

any ofthem or the team happened to win any awards along
the way, so much the better. From this stand point they had
a very good year as everybody bettered their times and
distances during the season while Isabelle Paradis won the
midget girls individual high aggregate in our Invitational

Meet and Andrew Berlanda won high aggregate awards in

the senior boys class both at the Richmond meet and in the
ETIAC championships. In the midget girls section, Isabelle

Paradis broke the school records in the 100m, 200m and
400m while Maria Tzortzidis shattered school marks in the
javelin, discus and shot put. I must also mention the senior

boys relay team which won ribbons in all five events they
entered at the Alexander Galt Relays and, more specifical-

ly, the 4 x 100m team which placed fust both at Richmond
and in the ETIAC championships. They generated some
great excitement and team spirit at the end of the day in

these meets.
In many ways it is a shame the season is so short. Just

when many of our athletes are really beginning to feel their

potential and are beginning to peak, the season ends. I hope
that most ofthose returning students have pleasant enough
memories to bring them out for track and field again next
year.
Congratulations are in order for our top girl and boy com-

petitors. Isabelle Paradis was the recipient of the Alice

Amaron Trophy for the second consecutive year as our best

girl track athlete while Andrew Berlanda won the Russell
Langley Memorial Trophy awarded to the top performer
amongst the boys.

I want to thank the graduates and wish them well. I want
to thank Mr. Philip, Mr. Channell and Miss Tweedie for then-

help throughout the season. Most of all I want to thank all

the members of the team for a rewarding season.

Brian Denney,
Head Coach
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Standing: Mr. X. Abrioux, H. Farekh, N. Saparoff, B. Martin, D. Palov, R.

Johnson, Y. Sudo, J. Remillard, H. Godin, D. Morgan Seated: P. Varin, P. Grieve,

S. Madden, S. Gamache, A. Battah, R. Lyon, D. Dumouchel, C. Watier
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This year's team consisted of seventeen players, most

of whom had never played the game before. Building on
the five returning players we were low in experience but

high in enthusiasm.
Unfortunately our captain, Scott Gamache, was in-

jured early in the season but his place was filled more
than adequately by Andrew Battah whose effort and at-

titude were much appreciated.

Overall the team played five games against other

schools and a couple with some of the seniors. The high

point of the season was a convincing 24-0 win at home
against Massey Vanier. Most of the other games, all

away, were lost by close margins. Cedric Watier was the

top scorer with 25 points.

A large part of the success of this year’s program can

be attributed to Danny Morgan, an exchange student

from England, whose enthusiasm, experience and help

were invaluable.

I have enjoyed iniating a rugby program at Stanstead

and I wish the team the best of luck in the future.

X. Abrioux
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Tennis

Standing: M. Caseres, M. Wang, L. Giguere, D. Fung, R. Hirsh, J. Loome, K.

Schlesak, P. Giroux, J. Michelin, Miss L. Lepine Kneeling: C. Bunge, C. Jacques,

M.C. Grenier, C. Brink, J. Deslauriers, M.F. Latreille
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Well, compared to last year, this spring was not blessed with the

best weather conditions, therefore, it made it very difficult for the
players to get time to practice. In consequence, many matches were
cancelled. However, the boys were able to play four matches and the

girls three. They competed mainly against their rivals, B.C.S..

Our team consisted of eight boys and eight girls, fairly equal in

strength with no dominant players. We had a very unique team this

year and, as in recent years, there was a strong influence of Spanish
players.

Our season ended with an internal singles tournament and the top

players were Derrick Fung for the boys and Cory Brink for the girls.

The talents and skills that we worked on and developed this year

will form a foundation on which a better team can be formed next
year.

Louise Lepine, Coach
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Back Row: Mrs. D. Duncan, V. Chiu, K. Cloutier, M. Bouchard, R. Chan, L. Dun-

can, J. Levy, M. Langelier, C. Karmatz, J. Cogan. Front Row: M. Akyea, J.

Shahrabani, D. Lemaire.
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@

Baefc Bow;: D. Poulin, M. Watson, G. Marsh, K. Sudo, Mrs. D. Duncan. Middle Row:
M.A. Brus, J. Poitras, S. Brus, R. Hess, T. Leung, D. Kondo. Front Row: M. Anick, N.
Dewey.
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SPRING ATHLETIC ASSEMBLY
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SPRING TERM TROPHY WINNERS

A. Berlanda, D. Fung, C. Brink, I. Paradis.

TROPHY WINNERS

M.V.P. Boys’ Track
M.V.P. Girls’ Track
Senior Boys’ Tennis
Senior Girls’ Tennis

A. Berlanda
I. Paradis

D. Fung
C. Brink

MAJOR ‘S’ WINNERS 1986-1987

Back Row: N. Dickens, P. Gauvreau, P. Giroux, P. Renaud, J. Berlie, A.

Berlanda, E. Hill, G. Bruce, C. Sezlik, B. Blois. Front Row: M.F. Latreille, C.

Bunge, E. Ciampini, L. Duncan, I. Laberge.
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ALUMNI
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Dear friends:

It is at this time that I would like to thank all of you for your kind support and help during the
past year.

In my opinion, in the coming years Stanstead College will enter a great new phase in its life. Your
Board of Trustees will be working hard to improve Stanstead not only immediately but for the
future also. The Headmaster will also be working to improve the daily life at the school as well as
all other aspects of Stanstead.

The staff, whether it be teacher, administrator or maintenance worker are the mainstays of the
organization. They keep your school working on a daily basis and are constantly trying to think of

ways to improve the academic, social and athletic programs at the school. Parents are of course
those who give us most of our financial support, but they give us much more of their time and efforts

than we realize. Your alumni works very hard to secure that extra support that makes Stanstead’s
daily functions easier to contend with. I purposely left the students for the last because they are the
most important part of our school; without them all the people I have mentioned have no meaning.
The students make everything we do worthwhile.

Thanks very much again. I hope the next year will be as good as the past one.

Yours sincerely,

Peter Wynne
President, Stanstead College

Alumni Association
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CONCOURS INTERNATIONAL

DES JEUNES 1987

Genevieve Breault, regional winner
Mario Scallon, Directeur de la Caisse Populaire de Stanstead

t'EAU
Cone ours international

de s jeunes 1987

Federation des caisses populates Desjardins

de PEstrie

1845, rue King Ouest, Sherbrooke, J1J ?£4

(819)821-454* T* lei OS-836199
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Winning story for the Concours International des Jeunes

L’AMBITION DES UNS CREE LE MALHEUR DES AUTRES
Genevieve Brault

C’etait dans une lie inconnue a Fhomme ou tout le peuple etait heureux, ou

tous vivaient en harmonie, ou aucune haine n’existait. L’lle etait fabuleuse et

remplie de verdure et d’animaux de toutes sortes. Cette lie avait une clairiere

au milieu de laquelle une immense chute coulait. Cette chute etait la gloire de

File. C’etait la que les indigenes s’abreuvaient. C’etait une ressource d’eau

pure, riche en poissons. Chaque jour les femmes y venaient avec leurs urnes

collecter la seule eau potable de File. Ce liquide avait une apparence argentee

et cette chute brillait comme une etoile.

En Amerique a cette epoque un aviateur rentre precipitamment chez un
geologue. Alors qu’il survolait le Pacifique il apergut un minuscule morceau de

terre eblouissant. II decrivit la scene comme une lueur argentee au milieu de

Focean.
Apres une semaine de preparatifs ils decident tous les deux d’y retourner

avec Fintention d’y atterrir pour explorer. Une fois sur File, les-voila partis en

expedition. Ils se dirigent vers Feau si brillante et Fexaminent attentivement.

Cette eau est tout a fait claire. C’est le sol sous cette eau qui lui donne ses

couleurs resplendissantes. Ils prennent une poignee de terre et de galets sur le

rivage et ramenent un echantillon avec eux. Les deux hommes reprennent le,

chemin vers FAmerique.
Apres certaines analyses, les resultats furent stupefiants. Ce sol etait rempli

de brisures de diamants. Si on pouvait exploiter ce sol on serait riche. Le

geologue et Faviateur decident de se prendre une equipe comprenant des

traducteurs de plusieurs langues pour essayer de communiquer avec les

habitants, des plongeurs, des scientifiques etc. Apres un certain temps les

plongeurs prirent leur equipement et explorerent le fond de la lagune avec

emerveillement, ramenant d’immenses blocs de diamants. Les yeux des hom-
mes brillaient deja devant la fortune qui les attendait. Les pauvres habitants

de File ne dirent pas un mot, ne poserent pas un geste.

Pendant ce temps en Amerique un groupe d’hommes vendaient des parts de

leur future mine de diamants afin d’acheter une immense machine pous

aspirer Feau, une enorme pompe avec de gigantesques reservoirs. Apres quel-

ques mois ils obtinrent assez de fonds pour fmancer ce qu’ils voulaient et repar-

tirent vers File.

Les travaux durerent des mois et des mois. Des tonnes de diamants s’ac-

cumulerent jusqu’a ce que les hommes fassent leurs bagages et s’en retour-

nent, laissant derriere eux une pauvre riviere dessechee aux habitants encore

sous le choc priant pour un peu de pluie.

Pendant plusieurs mois la maladie regna. Aucune eau pure n’etait disponi-

ble pour les soulgar. C’etait une vraie secheresse. Cette perle d’ile etait

devenue un pays sous-developpe . . . un cauchemar!



MON SECRET

Cachee sous un monticule

Une voix s’entend

En un silence

De meme a bout portant.

Personne, sauf mon coeur le connait

Personne, sauf mon coeur le gardait

Quand un jour mon coeur s’echappait

II s’echappait, pour finalement s’etouffer.

S’etouffer

S’echapper

J’ai perdu sa discretion

J’ai perdu ma raison!

Plus de valeur

Plus de bonheur
II me quitte

Pour un autre site

J’ai un secret

Qui etait discret

Mais pour maintenant,

II vole au vent!

— Sophie Petitclerc

Le temps passe,

Ride par le vent,

Atteint le passant.

~ Mireille Guindon



GRIS

Gris et sans espoir

L’amour est mort.

La solitude est nee,

Celle de la branche blanche

Et sans vie, dans un froid

Divers qui recouvre la terre.

Et, plus loin encore, tout

L’univers est vide.

- Kathya Blouin

Les yeux degustent le paysage
Que Ton nomme l’ete.

Chaud, brillant, puissant

Est le soleil jaune et

Digne de lui-meme.

La couverture douce, soyeuse et verte

De la terre s’embellit

Pour plaire a Tame
Forte et puissante du soleil.

Et le bonheur envahit

La terre entiere.

-- Kathya Blouin

LA BRANCHE DE LA VIE

La terre, comme une femme,
Donne la vie.

La branche, comme un enfant,

Pousse et grandit.

Au travers des hivers

La branche survit.

Les noeux, les croches sont surmontes,

Le gris des jours oublies.

Mais . . . un jour,

Pour une raison inconnue,

La branche pourrit,

Se recroqueville et meurt.

-- Louis Giguere



Mon peuple gris,

La moitie dort.

Peuple soumis, qui gemit.

Peuple qui reste fort.

Oprimes, separes,

Nous nous serrons fort.

Et, malgre l’eloignement

Nous marchons encore.

Certains restent petits,

D’autres deviennent grands.

Nous sommes tour ravis,

D'etre les plus hais.

Et peut-etre qu’un jour,

Si nous existons encore,

Nous decouvrirons l’amour

Et serons tous d’accord.

- Pierre Seager

SEULE

Je marchais; solitaire,

Ne voyant rien,

N’entendant que la mer,

Je suivais un inteminable chemin.

Les yeux clos, 1’esprit ailleurs,

Les gifles et les caresses du vent

M’enveloppant d’une intense peur

Me poussaient vers un avenir flagrant.

J'etais seule a Yaffronter,
Seule comme toujours auparavant,

Seule comme je l'avais toujours ete

Mais . . . l’etais-je vraiment?

Une silhouette a Thorizon

S’esquissait, tel un flou dessin.

Mais qui etait cette vision

Qui me tendait la main?

- Michelle Renee Courtemanche
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A HECTIC CLOSING WEEK
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BACCALAUREATE AND PRIZE-GIVING
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ACADEMIC AWARDS
JUNIOR SCHOOL

Art Prizes Grade
1Grade 8

Grade 9

Mathematics Prizes Grade 7

Grade 8
Grade 9

Science Prizes Grade 7
Grade 8
Grade 9

English Prizes Grade 1
Grade 8
Grade 9

History Prizes Grade 8
Grade 9

Geography Prizes Grade 7
Grade 9

Most Improved in French Prize (Second Language)
Prizes in Spanish Beginners

Intermediate

Grade 8.

Grade 9.

First Aid Prize Grade 9

Katherine Saparoff
Richard Lyon
Barry Martin

Lucie Jolicoeur
Thomas Peasley

...Genevieve Brault
.Katherine Saparoff

Thomas Peasley
....Genevieve Brault

Ellen Poston
Thomas Peasley
Russell Johnson
Thomas Peasley
Isabelle Lanctot

Ellen Poston
....Genevieve Brault

Rachel Poston
Virginie Drouin
Nancy Dewey
Amelie Rivet

Thomas Peasley
....Genevieve Brault

Keri Reynolds

JUNIOR SCHOOL CERTIFICATES OF ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT

SENIOR SCHOOL

Art Prizes
Geography Prize
Chemistry Prizes
Biology Prize
Mathematics Prizes

Physics Prizes
Economics Prize
Music Prize for Voice
Music Prize for Piano
Prize for Most Improvement in English (Second Language)

The George Whitfield Prize for English
The A.P. Gordon Prize for Science ••

The John Wells Prize for Improvement in French (Second Language).

The Anne Mackenzie Prize for English

The Stanstead Historical Society Prize for History

The J.D. Ferguson Prize for History

Stefanie Chiu / Roy Chan
....Akua Akyea / Natalie Rawlings
Veronica Chiu / Elizabeth Darling

Catherine Sansoucy
Amy Chu / Veronica Chiu

Elizabeth Darling / Jean Berlie
Akua Akyea
Julia Battah
Amy Chu

Ayman Farekh
Elizabeth Darling
Elizabeth Darling

Roy Chan
Akua Akyea

Elizabeth Darling
Jean-Frangois Prieur

SENIOR SCHOOL CERTIFICATES OF ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT

GRADE 12

English Prize
Economics Prize

Psychology Prize....

History Prize
Geography Prize....

Sociology Prize
Chemistry Prize

Physics Prize
Biology Prize
Mathematics Prize

Julia Williams
Neil Dickins

Daniel Morgan
Gary Bruce

Andrew Berlanda
Neil Dickins

..Neil Dickins
Neil Dickins

Daniel Morgan
Neil Dickins
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GRADE 12 CERTIFICATES

Amaron Prizes for French

The Sybil Galambos Prizes for Frangais

Les Prix speciaux offerts par le

Pensionnat des Ursulines

Grade 7 Ellen Poston
Grade 8 Thomas Peasley
Grade 9 Fanny Chu/ Amanda Chiu
Grade 10 Amy Chu
Grade 11 Thomas Deon
Grade 7 Amelie Rivet
Grade 8 Theodore Brus
Grade 9 Genevieve Brault
Grade 10 Michelle Courtemanche
Grade 11 Akua Akyea
Grade 12 Lynnea Duncan
Progres Mary-Ann Brus
.Succes Catherine Sansoucy

SPECIAL PRIZES

The Donald McG. Hackett Prize for Creativity David Wu
The Thespian Shield for Acting Lynnea Duncan
The Director’s Award in Theatre Arts Neil Dickins

The Lee Audet Trophy for Public Speaking Neil Dickins

Junior Public speaking Award Rosalie Kasowski

The Hackett Trophy for Senior Debating Natalie Rawlings

The Rotary Club Service Award Nancy Dewey
Junior School Science Fair Award Mary-Ann Brus / Amanda Chiu
Senior School Science Fair Award Veronica Chiu

Alumni Bursary Award Akua Akyea
The Canadian Tire Corporation Scholarship David Kwok
The Raymond Lester Memorial Award Sean Madden
The Banting Bursary Award Thomas Peasley

The Kenneth Reed Memorial Award Mary-Ann Brus

The Leonard McGilton Memorial Award Nancy Dewey
The Trustees Scholarship Akua Akyea
The S.F. Abbott Shield, Best all-round Athlete in Junior School Russell Johnson

The Thomas Johnson Memorial Trophy for best all-round Boy Athlete in the School Neil Dickins

The Shirley Wolter Trophy for best all-round Girl Athlete in the School Isabel Laberge

The Spofforth Trophy for Excellence in Science and Mathematics Veronica Chiu
House Director’s Award Bugbee House Jean Dupont
House Director’s Award Colby House Akua Akyea
House Director’s Award Davis House Jean Berlie

Headmaster’s Award (Junior Student) Theodore Brus
Headmaster’s Award (Senior Student) David Wu
The Wilder Shield (for a Junior Student) Sean Madden
The Bowman-Hall Award Neil Dickins

Trueman-McFadyen Award Carola Bunge
The Birks’ Bronze Medal for the best Student in Grade 10 Elizabeth Darling

The Governor General’s Medal for the best Student in Grade 11 Akua Akyea
The Birks’ Silver Medal for the best Student in Grade 12 Neil Dickins

The Pitcher Memorial Prize - The School’s Highest Award Gary Bruce



AN EXCERPT FROM THE HEADMASTER'S ADDRESS
Mrs. McCain, Mme. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen:

I promise not to be long and to get to the prize-giving in a few minutes, but the closing ceremony at the end of a school year

involves two requirements: giving thanks, and saying goodbye ...

A boarding school is a very complex, and at the same time, a very fragile society. It ties us together, whether we like it or

not, and if it is to work properly, every part has to mesh carefully; each component, each individual has to be involved and
give his or her best. It soon becomes very difficult to separate a boarding scnool into its components, because there are so

many, and all are important. Therefore, I hope you will forgive me if I express thanks for a very good school year to all of you
here and to those who could not make it today. I am not exaggerating when I say this: everybody has made a contribution this

year, and if I started saying separate thank you’s, it would go on and on . . .

To the graduates, what can I say that hasn’t been said to you many times before? You have been pushed, you have been

under pressure, you have had to face and deal with stress. I think that is good, because it is what you are going to have to face

for the rest ofyour lives. You will have to meet other people’s expectations ofyou, like it or not. There is in fact, a little saying

that goes like this: «I slept and dreamt that life was beauty, I woke to find that life was duty .» Some ofyou have a little while

yet to sleep; some are about to be jolted wide awake.
You will also have to deal with a much more dangerous world than the one I grew up in. I am not speaking of danger in the

sense that war is dangerous. The dangers you will face will be mostly because there are fewer and fewer taboos, standards,

and guidelines out there to tell what is wrong and what is dangerous. Leaving school today, and especially leaving a board-

ing school, is a little like putting to sea with a full set of charts, and then finding out that all the navigational aids & marks
have been removed. You can still get where you want to go, but it will be far more difficult and you will have to depend on

your training and good judgement. You are going to have to make decisions for yourself; hard moral and ethical decisions

that will govern your lives and the lives of those around you. This is not easy in the best of conditions. Without personal

values and standards to cling to, it is impossible.

Your world is increasingly influenced by those who guiding principle is «do whatever you can get away with». We have

seen it at work in business, in government, in the arts and even in the pure sciences where researchers fudge or fake their

findings. We see this destructive principle at work all around us and even sometimes here at school. It is an ethic that runs

counter to everything we stand for, and have tried to teach you: the idea that we have commitments and that we have an ab-

solute responsibility to meet those commitments. The other major influence in your world is that it seems to be controlled

more and more by those who define everything in terms of a single narrow interest and who have no understanding of, or in-

terest in, the common good. This is an age of fanaticism, where some people cling to one simple idea to the exclusion of all

others. These issues may range all the way from the trivial and simple-minded, to those fuelled by generations of rage and
hatred. They are all, however, characterized by a ruthless desire to impose a particular view on society, with no thought

given to reason or compromise. You must avoid these two minefields. You must use your conscience and good judgement; you
must make decisions and take actions that will benefit all, not just yourselves. But first of all, you must exercise and enlarge

these capacities, the same way you exercise and enlarge your muscles and your athletic abilities. A conscience that does not

get a regular workout soon withers away, and judgement and good sense that are never exercised soon become rigid and im-

moveable prejudices.

You have been given tremendous advantages; you live a highly privileged life. If you do not exercise good judgement and
provide leadership, who will? If we cannot expect you to act with integrity, who can we turn to in the future?

I have faith in you and I believe everyone else here today believes in you, too. Good luck to you all in your future studies

and your careers.
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NICKNAMES: H.U., Koala, Pretty Boy Floyd, Baby
face Jones, The One O’Clock Man, Afro Man.
AMBITION: Administrator in health and medicine.
PROBABLE DESTINY: Living in Rock Island and
still frequently visiting J.C.’s.

REMEMBER WHENS

:

July 19th 1985; missing Nat.
-I- family; don’t worry Andrew, I’ll be there at eleven;
numerous conferences with Andrew Berlanda; first

ski trip with Stanstead; B. Ball; rooming with Dave;
waking up Andrew McIntosh; the big chill; Arid ex-

tra dry; buddy number one and two; down by the
river; are we eating tonight?; meeting McIntosh after
thirteen years; practice; rent-a-friend; oh no!; clogged
toilets; “is the wind going out”; Garfield hanging;
temper, temper, temper; hooray; winning a calendar;
rooming with Curtis; Curtis’ little jig; arena hill;

reminiscing; “can I borrow the Coles Notes”; tea time;
missing breakfast; missing work detail; the eight
minute dash.

Paul Arbec
1986-1987

NICKNAMES: Nono, Ti Coa, Ti Male, Salo
AMBITION: Being successful in life like my father.
PROBABLE DESTINY: Reggea musician in the
Caribbean.
REMEMBER WHENS: Christmas vacation in

France with Rob; vacation in Guadeloupe with Joel;

late night Risk games in Jah’s room; back from W.I.
with Kayl; Jah love; when Jah talked to me for the
first time and he gave his power.

AMBITION: A hand model for Palmolive dish
washing liquid!

PROBABLE DESTINY: To become a thumb surgeon!
(specializing in big, fat, juicy thumbs!)
REMEMBER WHENS: “I’m not weird!”; the four
amigos; frequent flyer plan; midnight visits; walkie
talkies; take out the decorations Jules, it’s party time
again!!; glorious shopping sprees with Ali (salami!);
waking up at 8 am to clean!; playing b-ball with my
eyes closed; singing in the showers (Sound of Music);
when Ali played cupid January 30; baking cakes
(nosey Neil!); all those snow jobs; Jason’s alive; pen-
nies in the river; “No, not stuie” “enhh!!”; cherish
the life Aqua; Josee you’re yellow; Elgar walks with
Jules; being awakened in the middle of the night by
two masked creatures wearing panty hose on their
heads; Carola’s lizard face; “I look like an Easter
egg!”; temper tantrums; those lovely gifts (hot lips!);

“You don’t hit girls!” Flip-Flop; Ralph; “Go study not

Arnaud Audebert
1985-1987

steady!”; “Read Willie!”; laughing fit in Chem (every
seven years); two minute walks in Toronto; great ic-

ing Gary!!
REFLECTIONS: Though I may have been teased,
shoved around, and given the strangest looks by just
about everyone, I do not have any regrets about this
year. In fact, I believe that these actions enhanced
my year by creating that extra sparkle needed to
make this year so special. In particular, I thank and
will always remember Jules my roommate and
British connection; Gary - the easiest person to talk
to; Neil - my wrestling partner; Ali - my shop-
pingmate; Josee - for having such great manners;
Carola - for her lovable personality; Cecilia - for her
incredible warmth; Marcy - my mother; Aqua - my
singing partner; Rob - for being Rob; and finally McIn-
tosh - for his great love!! In essence: it is the people
of Stanstead that make this place come alive and en-
joyable to live in. Thank-you.

Julie Battah
1986-1987
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NICKNAMES: Berganda, Ghandi, Fonz, Friendly,
Natty, Narch, Lickshot, Lorch, Beob Lorf, Biss, Ands,
Mr. Snufalufagus, Adnalreb Werdna
AMBITION: To become grade 8 teacher like Mr.
Retchless.
PROBABLE DESTINY: Either an underwater
basketweaver or an inventor of uninventable objects.

REMEMBER WHENS

:

“De clamp”; Skiing on 140’s;

Hi; from Gary’s bathroom to . . .; a classy V. Day;
Paul, Conference?; can I have your bottle?; Pot-Heut-
O; Josee’s English; Aids; rent a friend; detours to

Nicole’s; McGill; Eva’s weirdness, our secret; Grif and
Urf; “talking pictures” Andrew M. and his sleeping
addiction; popping Jeffs back; Josee’s eyes; Hiromi’s

speech; Mr. Retchless; Ned, Ted and Jed; Afro Man;
Sandy and you know who; Tina’s ugly hair style;

Dave’s girls; Gary’s room; Danny’s blazer; a laughing
fit at Paul’s house; a love letter to Sandy; what do
you think of the price of . . .

REFLECTIONS: I have learned at this school how
I need close friends. To name a few: Curtis, Jory. But
I’d like to tell you a story about what one dance can
do at this school. It can teach you the essence of par-

tying. Mrs. Abrioux helped in academics while peo-

ple like Eva, Chuck, and JefT helped keep me sane.

One last reflection, look at the sun through a mirror
or go to Cuba, OK?; Rob, I mean Paul!; I love Josee;

Reggae

NICKNAMES: Petunia, Begonia, Pooty; sister, Ti-cul,

bisoune.
AMBITION: Psychologist - to have a six person part-
nership with Eva, Sandy, Tina and . . . (find a purpose)
PROBABLE DESTINY: Psycho (no purpose) To
become the three flying Nuns.
REMEMBER WHENS: Sandy and I - roommates;
play dead!; bubble baths; bangles; blue light pictures;

the break; going to Toronto; Ramada - JefT, Sandy,
Eva, Roy, Jennifer, Paul, Dave, Andrew; Cresent -

Andrew, Jen, Sandy, pictures; Train, bus, metro,
train, bus- . . .; coke and pickles, 7 hrs. sleep, 1 meal,
where did the money come from?; x-ray kissing, J.C.,

Andrew Berlanda
1986-1987

where’s the privacy?; panic, take it easy! every little

stupid thing.
REFLECTIONS: Throughout the two years spent in

Stanstead time has gone by fast. Everlasting friend-

ships have occurred - Ali, Anik, Sandy, Elizabeth. I

even found a brother that I always wanted, Dave. I

also learned how things change. Living together can
be hard at times but you look back on all the good
times and find that they outweigh the bad times.
Then to a very special person that I met here, got to

know, trust and love. I love you! Mike and Tina. I’m
glad that I am finally leaving, the year is over but
at the same time I think it was worth it.

Christina Brink
1985-1987

NICKNAMES: Stuie, Cobra, Gun, Gar.

AMBITION: Starting for the L.A. Lakers.
PROBABLE DESTINY: Starting forward for the
Lunenburg Academy lakers.
REMEMBER WHENS: 44-42 against Galt; very
quick visits; blowing away Leclerc; Toronto trip,

Ogilvy’s with Julia; many a night talking with Neil
till the early morning hours; basketball viewing with

TAGD; lards with the idiot.

REFLECTIONS: The 1986-1987 basketball - some of

the most gratifying moments in my life. Incredible

thanks to the Abriouxs and Mr. Daly. Julie and Julia
- two of the best friends I have ever had. Grade twelve
at Stanstead - the best year of my life so far. Finally,

thanks to Neil for being the best buddy a guy could
ask for.

NICKNAMES: Sponge, Car & Driver, Rola, Bunge
AMBITION: Psychiatrist
PROBABLE DESTINY: Full time resident in men-
tal hospital
REMEMBER WHENS: Candy canes; don’t do it

unless you are thirsty!; cracker races; driving to Mel’s
with Derrick; visits in Colby; Danny - the eyebrow
attack; not now I have to go to the bathroom; one
laughs the other laughs, too (Ali); Feasts in Julie’s

room; Josee sleeping in my room; A1 - the famous can-

dy gram; all the weekends at JC’s; braiding all my
hair; toucan; late night talks with Jos6e; so Mel -

who’s next on the list of conquests; Spectrum with An-

Gary Bruce
1982-1987

drew Battah; last years grad; losing my prefectship;
Jean - the good times and the bad; Jo - the famous
burp; Vectors class; LD’s restaurant; Snow Jobs (Jean
D), Alumni; A1 - the camel; Saturday night - Pete,
Dung, Jo!; February 21st (Jean B); Lend
REFLECTIONS: Six years later and I’m still alive
- seriously it has not been as bad as all that - though
I do wonder myself how I survived. Through those
years I have met many people and have learned to

put up with them all which is very useful. Stanstead
has been a good learning experience. And I will
always remember it, after all - six years here will be
hard to forget.

Carola Bunge
1981-1987
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NICKNAMES: Chunky beef, PC, Chan the toilet man
AMBITION: to earn a P.H.D. in biochemistry, and
to become the most famous scientist in the world.

PROBABLE DESTINY: Manager of Julie Battah
modeling Career or teaching English at Stanstead

College.
REMEMBER WHENS: The grade 11 grad dance;

Saturday night with Eva; My grade 10 chem. class

with Singerman; Grade 12 chem class; all the jokes

about lips; attacking people with shaving cream at

12:00 am; small party at Eddie's house; floor wars in

grade 10; L.C.C. tournament with Dupont; Ashbury
tournament with Loome and Fung; Bucketing Der-

rick with cold water at 2:00 am; slave day; Derrick

and his ankle; talk with Wang about the song “Ifyou
leave’’

REFLECTIONS: Since I’ve been here five years, I

think I have a lot to talk about this school. I think
grade 10 was my best year, because Mr. M. Pierce was
an amazing house director and the regulations

weren’t as tight as now. Lots ofmy favorite teachers

have left the school, such as Mr. Chen, Mr. Walker,
and Mr. Boyd. I am involved in several activities in

school and also am one of the house monitors. I’d like

to thank Mr. Abrioux and my advisor Miss Carleton

for all the help they gave me during my years. Thank
you very much.

Paul Chan
1982-1987

NICKNAMES: Chriso Chiko
AMBITION: Professional soccer player.

PROBABLE DESTINY: An accountant
REMEMBER WHENS: Beside all my friends in

school there is nothing much for me to remember; a

trip with Mr. A and Pink Floyd the Wall; Mad Scott;

“What is this man?”; the dancing door; Michael
Wang; and my little Sophie.
REFLECTIONS: From an educational point of view

this is a very good school but in some other areas it

is too restrictive and that’s a fact.

NICKNAMES: Evs, Luce, Evskies, Mrs. Lube
AMBITION: To get a life, to have a six person part-

nership with Sandy, Tina, Eva and . . .7?

PROBABLE DESTINY: To become the three flying

nuns.
REMEMBER WHENS: Joe and Luce; Snort; bowling
with Jen; Teddy Bear; and Sopher; the Rockettes;

tooth hairs; come on we have to; Ramada; my make-
up is not soup proof; basketball weekends; Billy’s car;

down Arena; Sandy I’m in love . . . with Jeff; my x’s;

our weekend with Derrick; Haina; Sandy let’s write

on the mirror; English and Calculus class with An-
drew B.; doing cheers with Potato; Jeff being there

Chris Chik
1985-1987

for me; my little sis (Poo); Sandy and ‘Hey baby don’t

walk away from love’; the Big Chill; Saudi with Cin-

dy and Terra; my two favorite escorts Andy and Scott;

going behind the Gym; CRIMES OF THE HEART;
rooming with Josee; long talks with Sandy; bathroom;
Sandy and Eva best friends; thank-you for always be-

ing there I LOVE YOU
REFLECTIONS: In my three years at Stanstead I

learned a lot about life. I’ve matured a lot and set-

tled down since I’ve been here. I think I’m getting a

great education and this experience is giving me a

head on start to the future.

Eva Ciampini
1984-1987

NICKNAMES: God
AMBITION: To get into Hawaii U. and to become a

teacher at Stanstead.
PROBABLE DESTINY: Death for sure.

REMEMBER WHENS: Over the wall parts 1, 2, 3;

arid extra-dry xxx; Penthouse; when Andrew went to

sleep; when Andrew flushed the toilet; McGill; Ski

Day ’87 (I think); I still don’t like Mondays; Bob
Geldof forever; barn parties; Eva; Rob’s sunburn in

the winter; Sandy and Eva; one day when I didn’t

have any homework (ha ha); Hiromi’s Biology

seminar.
REFLECTIONS: Bill you choked more than me!
Remember when we lost our memories and forgot

everything ... I guess not! F.O.S. One night four

friends got together to play cards during study. They
ot caught three times. The third and most fatal was

y Commander Neil Dickens! You should have seen
him move in for the kill. Stanstead Vice - no more
cards for these boys tonight.

Jeffery Cogan
1985-1987
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NICKNAMES: Joes; and for the intimates, Bizov.
AMBITION: To be a chemistry teacher.
PROBABLE DESTINY: Work on another planet - the
moon.
REMEMBER WHENS: Everything started with the
swick swick cheese behind the arena, remember
Cath?; after J.C. Station on the weekends - what a
place! amazing, that’s the word, amazing; the
meetings almost every night in Julie’s or Ali’s room
- kind of fun; the basketball that made me bananas;
meeting Andrew at 8.30 at Berry de Montigny - it was
kind of a long wait; rooming with Eva during almost
half of the year was really great; PROCRASTINATE,
that’s the word that Andrew tried to teach me dur-

ing two weeks, thanks; one thing I will never forget
it’s during Sunday morning I had such a groovy time!
Remember guys?; generally it was all good memories
except one: being on detention list every Saturday!!!
but still it was not that bad; “Oh I’m sorry I didn’t
do that on purpose” that was my first sentence for

a good reason.
REFLECTIONS: Stanstead was a fantastic ex-
perience, don’t laugh, I’m not joking. I will never
forget the chance that I had to go to this school.
Sometimes it was hard, but still the sunshine always
came out after a big storm. Love always, SMACK!
SMACK! SMACK! Bizou qui vous aime.

Josee Deslauriers
1986-1987

NICKNAMES: Nellie-Bellie, Dickie-Bird, Nelford,
Chip, Daddv
AMBITION: To marry someone who can relate to me
PROBABLE DESTINY: Bachelor
REMEMBER WHENS: Chats with Cobra; laughs;
wishing on a penny; sleigh rides; “Has anyone ever
told you you’re beautiful?”; Theatre arts & variety

shows; being out of bounds; basketball with best
friend, 86-87 (Galt hoop); LECLERC
REFLECTIONS: When you’re chewing on life’s gris-

tle, don’t grumble, give a whistle; and this’ll help
things turn out for the best - and - always look on the
bright side of life . . . Oh! What a great song!: Are we
having fun yet?!?: What can I say except thanks Mr.
& Mrs. Abrious, Mr. Daly, and especially Coach.
Special smile and my love to Mathew, Julie, Jules,

and Tina (Sweets) for always being there. Gary -

you’re the greatest, Buddy. Did I miss anyone? Hey.
It’s late and only Feb. 11 (we love you Neil - Mimi
and Liz!!!)

Neil Dickins
1984-1987

NICKNAMES: Dung, Nee, Lynnie, Linear.
AMBITION: Replacing Dan Rather on the C.B.S.
Evening News.
PROBABLE DESTINY: Census reporter for Bayer
Aspirin Inc. in Lunenberg. Nova Scotia.

REMEMBER WHENS: 84-86, with Nini Breault and
Foofer; February 17, 8.30 pm; Grad night 86; Ale’s
and my walktalks; where’s our boundaries?; the cast
from “Exit the Body 86”; weekends in Montreal;
weekends period; walking to my house four times a
day; Alfs comforting shoulder; Alumni with Annie,

Peter, Josee and Emma; Sunday Brunches with Peter;

when Alf was toasted, Montreal 87, Apt. 54 and 1.

REFLECTIONS: Friendship is almost always the
union of a part of one mind with a part of another;
people are friends in spots. (George Santayana); a
friend that ain’t in need is a friend indeed. (Kin Hub-
bard); I have good memories from the four years I

spent at Stanstead, but most of all I made many long-

lasting friendships and relationships! For that I am
very grateful to Stanstead for giving those oppor-

tunities.

NICKNAMES: Flying Fung; Wheels; Dickie; Fung
King On.
AMBITION: To be a wealthy successful businessman
in New York.
PROBABLE DESTINY: Owner and bartender of the

Peel Pub in Montreal.
REMEMBER WHENS: The night with Eva and San-

dy; Sorry, you are too old to play!; being the cleanest

room in Davis; renting a car during the snow storm;

next year at slippery rock U.; the nightly b-ball crowd
with Joel, Jetf and Charlie; I won the egg toss; Robert
and the noises at midnight; Prieur; the Mah Jon par-

ty; Alex with the bucket; being on the bench for b-

ball and soccer for all these years!; 84-85 - the last

party house with the Pats and crowd; L.C.C.
weekends; To Joel, Robert, Jeff, Eva, Charlie, Alex,

Roy, the Andrews, Gary and everybody I’ve left out

Lynnea Duncan
1983-1987

- good luck in the future and I hope to see you
sometime, somewhere, someplace, somehow.
REFLECTIONS: I came here in grade 9, four years
here and now I have to leave! Over these years. I’ve

met all kinds of people. Although I have known some
for years. But people change a lot and they change
every year. Teachers also change. Over the years a
lot of the teachers helped me. Mr. Chan was my first

advisor. Had a great time at his place and learned

to love this school. Then Mr. Pierce Jr. Gave me great

help during my trouble period - grade 10. To all my
teachers that taught me over these years and last but
not least Mr B. Denney (who was my problem solver

from grade 9 to grade 12 and today is my adviser,

teacher and coach) my last words are thank-you very
much!

Derrick Fung
1983-1987
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NICKNAMES: Rambo, Trooper, Pete, Peter,

Bunny-rabbit,
AMBITION

:

RCMP Narcotics Division

PROBABLE DESTINY: Fighting a war somewhere
REMEMBER WHENS: Four miles in the woods and
no matches; Frustration of hockey; The love drama
of J.F. and Ed; conversations with Dave; library books

and tourtiers; The ups and downs of friendship; J.W.

Chris and his ears; Karl and the runaway car; my
souvenir puck to Marie Michelle; the good and bad
times with my friends - Patrice Giroux, Dave
Goodfellow, Scott Campbell, Eric Hill, Ken Sudo,

Chris Chik and Jean Dupont - 1 hope we meet again,

somewhere, somehow.
REFLECTIONS: Don’t judge a book by its cover.

Pierre Gauvreau
1985-1987

NICKNAMES: Moose, Son, Brudder, Angus, Daver,
Wave, Bambi
AMBITION: To get rich and have a good time in life.

PROBABLE DESTINY: Getting rich and having a
good time.
REMEMBER WHENS: BT’s; the penthouse; getting

killed in hockey; the look on Danny’s face the first

day of football; Danny getting sacked; J.C.’s; L.C.C.

87; “how ya doing”; candle light dinner with Sandy;
The Ramada; getting my amp confined;, going down

the hill; beating on Smurf; jamming outside with Jeff;

jumping in the creek; sister Tina; being one with Eva;

the park; Quest for fire; letters to Marie-Anne; squash
with Bunnv Rabbit Pierre; Sid and three hours in

Pierce Hall
REFLECTIONS: Adjusting to the lifestyle here was
very interesting for me, but with a lot of help, I kin-

da got used to it. I’ll always look back on my year at

Stanstead and think of only good things. “No problem
at all.”

David Goodfellow
1986-1987

NICKNAMES: Rob, Bob, Bobby, Bobert, Hershey
Bar.
AMBITION: To be a millionaire at thirty-five and a

successful businessman.
PROBABLE DESTINY: Successful businessman and
a millionaire at thirty,
REMEMBER WHENS: One Thursday night at

Detours right Jeff, Charlie and Andrew; All the
Saturday night activities with Danny, Paul and An-
drew; Chez Pare, Phil, Zoe, Geneveieve; All the good
friends Fve made, Charlie, Jeff, Danny, Andrew, and
Andrew, Ale, Karl, Dave, Phil, Caroline, Judah,
Leslie, Annie, Barry, Roy, Carola, Pierre, Arnaud,
Gary, Pat, Paul, Eva, Jodi, Jennifer, Scotty, Hickey,
Sandy, Joel, Derrick, Mike, Paul and all the good

times we’ve had.
REFLECTIONS: I came here to suffer, to eat bad
food, to have nightmares, to be disciplined, to have
a bad time, to do well academically, to accept the

system, to forget about my old problems and have
more new ones, to wear corduroys and a solid colour

shirt to class and to do lots of sports.

I leave Stanstead from the twelfth grade with five

ears of memories behind me. I have eaten o.k. food,

have made great friends, I have had a groovy time.

I have been able to solve my problems and have gain-

ed much academic knowledge. I have succeeded, I’ve

done lots of sports, I’ve accepted the system. “I now
wear grey pants and a tie to class.” It’s been amaz-
ing but now I know it is time to leave.

Robert Hirsh
1982-1987

linemen; the being with syndrome; the number one

objective; the exciting night life of Stanstead; the Ser-

vice Economy dream - Innovative Solutions; the

Breakfast Run.
REFLECTIONS

:

Crisis situations have a tendency
to make one abandon his principals. This should be
avoided at all cost.

NICKNAMES: Curtez, Curt
AMBITION: Businessman
PROBABLE DESTINY: Managing Stanstead Col-

lege Pension Fund
REMEMBER WHENS: Social Blunder #XX; Daly’s

patrol; hours with Mr. Eveleigh (the irony of it);

Relativity (Einstein); Tea; Noodles; sun glasses for

Curtis Karmatz
1986-1987
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NICKNAMES: Teddy Slim, Slick, Charles Atlas.

AMBITION: To fulfill the material, capitalist dream
PROBABLE DESTINY: Enjoying the hospitality of

the Salvation Army
REMEMBER WHENS: Danny, remember our first

swimming practice; Paul and Andrew I remember pa-

tiently waiting at the end of my driveway, I also

remember Andrew’s stare; Sophie I remember
aranoia; Meeting Paul after 13 years; The Pent-
ouse; Arrid extra dry; Eva; Sophie; Jen remember

bowling; Carl remember “Arabville”; Terrorizing
Garfield; Buddy #1; Andrew’s excited dream;
“Hooray”, arena hill.

REFLECTIONS: Reminiscing with Paul, Danny’s
Temper, temper, temper. I remember a certain very
suspensefull card game during study with Jeff,

Charlie and Andrew and it ended in a state of uncon-
trollable laughter, eh Tom!; Indiana Morgan’s adven-
turous tales; Paul and my, Tea time; My partner
Sopher; The 8-minute Dash, oh Paul

Daniel Morgan
1986-1987

NICKNAMES: Limey, A Kid, English Pig, The Brit.

AMBITION: To be an Americas Cup Skipper.
PROBABLE DESTINY: Permanently living on a
weekend in Paul’s house.
REMEMBER WHENS: Arid extra dry; “Paul, there
is one thing I don’t do”; The penthouse; temper,
temper, temper; “Karl, remember getting obnoxious
with the guns”; Paul and Andrew, ‘‘remember ski-

ing”; No one can forget Hiromi’s seminar; waking An-

NICKNAMES: Schnack, Captain Karl, Krazy,
Schnapps, Alf
AMBITION: To be successful, fulfill my dreams, get
rid of memories
PROBABLE DESTINY: Taking Alfs place
REMEMBER WHENS: Arrid, remember Danny,
Paul, Andrew B. and Andrew M.; everything I wrote
last year in the Spectrum; close conversations with

Andrew McIntosh
1986-1987

drew up; the big chill; buddy number one and two;
getting killed trying to catch J.F.’s snaps.
REFLECTIONS: Stanstead has moulded me into a
completely immature and highly rebellious kid.

However, Canada has taught me to drive a skidoo,

to be passengered anywhere in Paul’s truck, and to

find the true meaning of the word ‘obnoxious’. This
year has been an experience more than an education.

P.S. Lets keep in touch.

the bathroom screen; Scott and Andrew; Kung-fu-wu;
Bottles of 85-86; Bottle collection with Danny; Chris
Chick’s ears; Chris Chick; Joel; Corey remember me
and the best of times; nuff said
REFLECTIONS: During my years at Stanstead I

became attached to the people, I’ve seen them come
and go and finally it is my time. The ones I shall

remember are the people of this year and last.

Karl Schlesak
1982-1987

NICKNAMES: Charrrlllie! ... for short.

AMBITION: To be relatively well off in order to

satisfy my probable destiny.
PROBABLE DESTINY: Somewhere very warm and
cheap. Who knows, I might even die some day.
REMEMBER WHENS: Pin me Paul; tomorrow we’re
going skiing! Barn parties - fun in the sun;; winter

tanning; “right Rob”; basking in the sun with Jen on
spring afternoons; over the wall with Jeff, 1-2-3: three
was the best, ask Bill.

REFLECTIONS: I remember most that for two years
in succession we had a soccer team with ability to do
well and we did lousy.

Charles Sezlik

1985-1987
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NICKNAMES: Sexy, Roily, Joy, Colly.

AMBITION: To be a Multibillionaire. No actually a
Multimillionaire. No I don't know . . .

PROBABLE DESTINY: Permanent member of

U.C.M. (G.O.)
REMEMBER WHENS: Arrid extra dry; temper
temper temper; buddy #1; the first day I went out with
short hair ... I can’t remember! Ya! It’s in the shade;
Every single weekend; “Luv ya all, Bye!!” (keep in

touch “Joy” or is it “Roll”)
REFLECTIONS: Thank the Lord. It’s my last year.

Actually it hasn’t been that bad (sketch), I love it here
I think I’m going to stay. I think I’m going to miss
a lot of people here, but what can be done? It’s been
really nice, and it’s also been an experience that I

don’t think I could forget. Good-bye Let’s keep in

touch!

NICKNAMES: Jules, crown jewels, Miss/Mr. Piggy,
Brit, Island Stealer, Limey
AMBITION: Fame and fortune as a world renowned
author.
PROBABLE DESTINY: The Muppet Show (Miss

^{Member WHENS: Battah Christmas • all that
palm reading; frequent flyer plan - embarrassed
Gary?; Ali chats; walkie talkies; New York with
Carola; party time in Colby, “lets decorate Jules”; Fri-

day 13 walk - make a wish; Edgar walks with Gem;
Gary and vectors - retard! Baking cakes - “Go away
Neil”; Mel and snorts; present time again - mmm
those lips; midnight visits; snow job lessons - watch
out Neil; Ogilvy’s Sales Ladies - remember Gary?;

Joel Shahrabani
1985-1987

Toronto Trip “Let’s eat Chinese!”; Footsies; the gang
of four-walks, talks and fun - we’ve come along way.
REFLECTIONS: Memories light the corners of my
mind. A thousand and one different faces, images and
events to be remembered like a drop of sunshine on
a cold and dreary day. Most important of all are the
people behind those times - thank you - you are all

so special; Julie, my home from home roommate; Gary
for the reassuring friendship; Carola for the laughs
and faces; Ali for the inspiration and sharing of

dreams; Neil for talks, fruit salad and most impor-
tant being there. Remember, “let my thoughts come
to you when I’m gone like the after glow of the sunset
at the margin of the starry night.”

Julia Williams
1986-1987

NICKNAMES: Tomato, Maru, J.S. Bach
AMBITION: To be an accountant
PROBABLE DESTINY: Live in New York and meet
a boyfriend.

REMEMBER WHENS: New student’s race; cold

showers; cross country skiing; biology presentation
- my first speech; long weekends; confused in calculus

class.

NICKNAMES: “Ali-Fung”, Ali, Alikins, Cat, “Sister-

Ali”, Cow
AMBITION: To become a cat or own a chocolate
factory.

PROBABLE DESTINY: A spinster lying on the
beach with her 101 cats listening to her music and
recording her thoughts to the sound of the tide.

REMEMBER WHENS: Cory and the Coconut dialdo;

Julia, talks & treasure hunts; my little brother Chris;

Tina & our field ... we want . . .; Roy’s scarf - cow!;

Smile - I’m weird! the phantom eyebrows strike again;

Eva, Sylvester’s lonely - talk to him! Laundry on the

walls?/; the sound of music in the shower - Gem in

“the plants dance” + grocery shopping; Carola;
Physics, nine boys and Ali; Nea, where are our boun-

Hiromi Yamamoto
1986-1987

daries?; Just pretend I’m not here . . .; “I refuse to

wear peach!!”; I shall substain from matchmaking for

evermore, she said; bewildering weekends in Mtl -

1

feel confused; L.D.’s vs. J.C.’s; “I challenge you.”
“Can’ turn down a challenge”; “I'm going to be honest
...” - “Good!”; So this is what boarding school is all

about! Thank-you Stanstead. You smiled and talked
to me of nothing and for this I felt I had waited long.

REFLECTIONS: “Friendship is almost always the
union of a part of one mind with another, people are
friends in spots.” (George Santayana) I am mostly
grateful for the experience, a unique one in all

respects, and many corners of the mind have only
recently been brought into perspective by people of

great importance to me.

Alexandra Zawisza
1986-1987
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NICKNAMES: Ak, Axe, Aquaman, Aquivelva,

Aquafresh, Aquita, Aquasita, Peanut Butter,

Aquababe.
AMBITION: Successful psychiatrist hopefully in the

next hundred years!

PROBABLE DESTINY: Treating deranged girls of

Colby.
REMEMBER WHENS: “Le Baveux!”; Jody and the

fish; the US Army buddies; Gem and the lip-sync!; in-

terminable hours of egocentric talk with a peculiar

neighbour; “Where in this world is the money?”; “He
called me a liar!!”; **.

.

.

and a minute of skipping after

the hour of running!!”; “Just play it one more time

Aqua, please . . “Men are always afraid to talk

to women of higher intelligence” used as a retort to

an “insecure” male; Against All Odds; To Carlo, the

official (and very serious!) bowling scorer; To the 12th

grade “headmaster’s” foursome: good luck and thanx!

REFLECTIONS: “For good times and bad times”

. . . just the thought running through my mind. Boar-

ding school . . . Laughs and jokes . . . Tears and friends

to wipe them dry. Thanks Stanstead and thank-you
friends for being special and helping me to know
myself. Being so far away from home has helped to

see that in life the only person one can depend on is

oneself. It is a tough lesson which I learned the hard
way. Let us not take for granted what we have but

be thankful for it.

Akua Akyea
1986-1987

NICKNAMES: Johnny, Juanito Chicano
AMBITION: To be a successful science researcher.

PROBABLE DESTINY: Selling Tacos in Mexico
REMEMBER WHENS: Car wash with Mike; I.B.M.

members assemblies; Good old 210 and 403; Mr.
Looser; my first day as an acting prefect - 9 hours,

what a nightmare; hockey team tryouts 1985; I dare
you to Avic; when Alain came for a happy visit on

a Saturday night (car, music and ooo); that special

Saturday; Ottawa history trip; Mont Gabriel; long

talks with Jean Dupont about all this inside informa-

tion; ups and downs with Mike; alive and kicking,

Eric, in a bad mood; arguing with Carola; when the

oup of Yale University came down - “We met in

exico . . the first time L.B pinched me, but not

the last.

NICKNAMES: Billy, Slippery Bill, Round Table, Big

Guy
AMBITION: Canadian Ambassador of a third world

country _
PROBABLE DESTINY: God or House Director of

Davis
REMEMBER WHENS: Battah with Cindy; Karl and
loserito; LCC ’87; Berlie and Dupont in car; hockey
game with Eric; David’s gun; Karl’s windows; How
ya doing; Karl’s knee; David studying at night; Eric

- Let’s go to town Billy; Tenpas’ sass; Dupont’s

shoulder; Physics with Sandy; Jeff choking in hockey;

Berlanda at Tramway; Danny’s jokes; Goodfellow and

Gauvreau in locker room; Macintosh’s; Nigeria; Big

Guy getting together with Liz; Grade 9 room 103;

Jean Berlie

1985-1987

rooming with Big Guy; January 19 with Terra; 21
Mike; Terra’s jacket; I’m not that lazy

;
hockey game

- BCS ’86; Eva and Jeff; Farmer Brothers
REFLECTIONS: Coming to this school was easy for

me. I had a brother and a sister here who made it real-

ly easy to meet people. These friends I hope to see in

the future. Coming to Stanstead really matures a stu-

dent. Students may say they hate it here, but once
out in the real world they will be the ones to miss it

the most. This last year ’87 I feel has been the best.

I will like to see the grads of ’87 I feel has been the
best. I will like to see the grads of ’87 sometime in

the future. Good luck to all of you. To my close friends

- see you at the Tram’.

William Blois

1984-1987
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NICKNAMES

:

Bodes
AMBITION: A rich businessman
PROBABLE DESTINY: Becoming assistant coach
for the Quebec Nordiques under coach Jean Dupont
REMEMBER WHENS: Sorry I pronounced your

name wrong Pierre; junior bac; Stanstead College In-

vitational Track Meet; The incredable hockey team;
grade 10 Ottawa trip; all the time spent at my
Cousin’s

NICKNAMES: Scoot, Scooter, Skeet, Skeeter, Polar
Baby.
AMBITION: To be a corporate lawyer.
PROBABLE DESTINY: Bush pilot.

REMEMBER WHENS: The Alamo; warped fish; An-
drew' Moffat-Marlboros-Zippos - old Duke and room
confinement; down the hill; the tree; the ramp; behind
the Model School; retrieving my book at 1.30 am from
outside; L.C.C. weekend; Don’t smoke - its bad for you
- it makes you sick - Liz; Mad Scott on Valentine’s
Day; you were all dead, Boo Hoo!; Pink Floyd - The

Kevin Boden
1985-1987

Wall; Hey Kawish; scoring a goal against Proctor; Ot-

tawa trip in grade 10; Peel Pub-29; going to Newport
with Andrew TenPas for 7 hours and getting confin-

ed for it! Mr. A
REFLECTIONS: After a year and a half, Stanstead
is still not my favorite place. However it is still good
and I am glad I have had the opportunity to come
here. I thank the staff and my parents for support:
To Ken, Eric, Andrew T. and Jeremy, I hope to see
you in heaven although I doubt we’ll ever make it.

Scott Campbell
1985-1987

NICKNAMES: Pigeon, Jelly Bean?? or is it just Jel-

ly . . .?, Boy Roy
AMBITION: To be stranded on a island with the best
looking girl in the world.
PROBABLE DESTINY: Death, but I hope not.

REMEMBER WHENS: Who?!? Oh!, ahh . . . sorry!

I can’t remember, I have a short memory . . . Oh yes!

To all the (Blah) and insane times we’ve had Joel, Jeff,

Charlie, Paul, Eva (Freak), Laurence, Josee C., San-
dy, and the Andrews and all . . .; Joel see you in Miami
or Tampa!!
REFLECTIONS: Lots of love to all my friends who
helped me through these two years!! Love you all!!

and Don’t you forget about me!, at least not for a week
or so.

Roy Chan
1985-1987

NICKNAMES: J.P., P.J.

AMBITION: To work in aerospace; play well in soc-

cer; have fun in windsurfing and summer holidays.
PROBABLE DESTINY: Unfindable
REMEMBER WHENS: I scored my first goal in soc-

cer season; Davis initiation; My war wdth Pierre; Le
ano ka fiu; 404 waves; Crazy night in the 404; I pass-

ed my driving licence; some trips in Montreal; The
swimming season; when I met my friend ALF: S.S.S.

give me great time; Le c . . . se tire c’est pas une perte

REFLECTIONS: C’est genial; plus cretin tu meurs;
laisse beton; “trois” survole le cracratoa, when I’m
thinking about . . .

Jean-Philippe Chartol
1986-1987
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NICKNAMES: E-Man, Chopsticks
AMBITION: To be successful in business
PROBABLE DESTINY: Going back to Hong Kong
after 1997 and starting a revolutionary war.
REMEMBER WHENS: A big argument with Ann-
Marie; fighting with Doug; in Miss Morel’s French
class; locker 21; Fanny’s Birthday; refuge in piano
room; weekend in motel restaurant; banging the wall;
Esprit - Amy: Benetton - Fanny; Maveda slipped down

in the park; Snow drop with Maveda, Winnie, Ter-
rence & David; dying in laundry room; a bigjoke from
Chus; never got locker 31 back; making food in Mrs.
Edgar’s kitchen; Pink shirt forever - Mr. Look
REFLECTIONS: Friends forever: Ann-Marie,
Jerome, Amy, Fanny, Pamela, Veronica, Wai, Xing-
Ping, David, Doug, Maveda, Winnie, Terrence,
Michael, Patchy. BBQ Chicken leg.

Eman Cheung
1985-1987

NICKNAMES: “V”, Bo Bo, Vero
AMBITION: A wealthy and successful orthodontist
or skin-doctor.
PROBABLE DESTINY: A beggar or a cleaning lady
in a clinic.

REMEMBER WHENS: First week at Stanstead; Ski
Day; the messy room on my B-day; supper at Mr.
Eveleigh’s house; rooming with Marie-Anne and
Maveda; math class with Billy; every moment with
Dave; walking on campus; to Dave; “You are the

only person that I can trust”; to Billy: “I don’t believe
one thing that you said to me”
REFLECTIONS: Stanstead changed quite a lot in

these past three years. This is enough for me to leave
now. With some special memories here. Especially I

met some special people here: Dave Wu; Billy; Marie-
Anne; Amy; Fanny; Eman; Karl; Terrence; Rachel;
Marie-Ann Brus; Smurf; Gary; Jackie and Mr.
Eveleigh being my advisor for three years. I will

remember them all.

Veronica Chiu
1984-1987

NICKNAMES: Tom, Tommy, Tomes, Tomate, Little
Tommy Deom.
AMBITION: To have an ambition.
PROBABLE DESTINY: Wherever I wind up going.
REMEMBER WHENS: Being cool with Cathy, Lud,
Sean and everybody; The King with everybody; The
Smoker; Oleg’s birthday; the penthouse with Dave,

Danny, Paul and Jeff; Chris and boylocoby; J.P. and
the watch (thanks a lot); my own room; Laurie and
Diane; the ski trips; doing weights; aching for every
break; Tovarich, Danny.
REFLECTIONS: The headaches, the heartaches, the
stomach aches: to what avail where they? I learned.

NICKNAMES: Wanik, Don’t panic Anik, Wan.
AMBITION: Getting married (not before twenty five)

and have children with a rich perfect husband.
PROBABLE DESTINY: Becoming a Nun.
REMEMBER WHENS: Walks on campus; down at

the river with ? on Sundays; last weekend of school
in the heart; would have been better done with love

Thomas Deom
1985-1987

than revenge; basket ball tournament at Tina’s
house; february break the unexpected happened; the
Annex with Mike, Tina, Billy wild night; Sandy, will

3 ever get over him; Joel; JC’s; going down the hill

in the morning freezing!

REFLECTIONS: Staying here at Stanstead College
for two years was very educational in all aspects.

Anik Desfosses

1985-1987
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NICKNAMES: Mouse, Marie, Mariana, Patof, Motor

Mouth, Maria, Cupid, Piglet.

AMBITION: To be a successful lawyer and to have

8 children.
PROBABLE DESTINY: To Chop down trees in

Three-Rivers.
T , ,

REMEMBER WHENS: Ottawa and Malibu Jack s;

le Studio; L.C.C. tournament in Montreal with Liz;

my long letters; the first day back in grade eleven;

the 2nd table; Ceci: “La pulga”, “tete” y “el peor es

nada”; “that’s what friends are for”; Are Geminies

g
ood lrs Liz? no way! well . . .; everybody’s love lives

ut mine; my long talks . . . getting to the bottom of

things; my dark secrets; hockey games; raquet sports.

REFLECTIONS: Before I came to Stanstead 1 had

been told that it wasn’t the school but the people that

made this place so great. What do I answer to that

now? Its not true. Stanstead is the experience of liv-

ing together, of going to classes; or staying in the in-

firmary; of sports, of Saga. Its far from being the peo-

ple, (though some are great) it’s hard at times, very

hard, but there are also a lot of good times. It’s in the

memories that one notices this, not every day . Look-

ing around and getting to know new people all the

time is the best thing I ever did and it’s still giving

the best results. It was hard, but the best.

Marie-Anne Desjardins
1984-1987

NICKNAMES: Soph, Sopher, Oscar, Tea head, love

cat, doudou, bovril, impulse, fan, woman, doubs

AMBITION: Stay myself up there even if people try

to change me . . . I’ll prove them wrong.

PROBABLE DESTINY: Die in peace like everyone.

REMEMBER WHENS: To Andrew McIntosh - don’t

ever forget a certain red van; to Pierre S, Katarak

Souvlaki; Ali I love you; To Roy - it took long but it

came didn’t it; To Sophie - remember all the games

we played; To whom it may concern - 1 wish it could

be my birthday every day, love you; To Daria - hey

you punk; To Cathy - cake at Stephanies; To

Catherine and Emanuelle one bat, un legume; to

Michel if you think I’m sexy ... to Melody I’ll never

forget you . . . to C. Mongrain forehead against

forehead; to Catherine remember your B-Day!; to Eva
and Jen Bowling day!; to Joel can I read doubts in

your eyes or was it too much of a surprise on V-Day!?

You lost a bracelet too, I Won’t forget it!! All people

gather, we are young to fight the years, we are con-

cerned, we are hopes to fight the time. Take this joy

but don’t abuse of your power; a lot of people do. Rear-

range your own scale R.E.M.. How do rumors get

started? and mostly why?

Sophie Douville

1986-1987

NICKNAMES: Pondu, Jeannot, Louis L’amour, Ram-
bo Paquet, Yvon.
AMBITION: I strongly want to become a priest to

show my feelings toward God
PROBABLE DESTINY: Bus driver

REMEMBER WHENS: Famous 210, L.C.C. tourna-

ment; F. Harvey, H. Savard, J. Berlie, M. Langelier,

E. Laf. B. Blois, M. Bou, I. Lab, K. Clou, I. Renaud,
Carlo, Csam, M. Tremblay; The one you don’t mind;

Ottawa; Berlie, Blois, Savard and I in the car;

Proctor, special thanks to Francis, Harvey, Alain

Savard, Jean Berlie, Michel Langelier, Billy Blois,

Lane nest boit Valois.
REFLECTIONS: When I first came here I never

thought I was going to have such a good time while

I was learning English. I’ve known people that I’ll

never forget and that I care a lot for.

Jean Dupont
1985-1987

NICKNAMES: Ayman, Bara, I hate this name Fluf-

fy and Farekh
AMBITION: To be a businessman
PROBABLE DESTINY: Killed in Kuwait or hijack-

ed by Arnaud.
REMEMBER WHENS: Invisible Hickey; “special

movies” in the lounge; Roy and his wishes; Melody

and Carola Friday night, during the February break;

speeding ticket; first time skiing; British Airways

(Roy); a lot of things;

REFLECTIONS: These two years were something

special to me. During these two years a lot of good

things happened but some bad as well, but anyway.

I think that I will remember them forever, and maybe
they were the best years of my life? During these

years a lot of us including myself thought that it is

boring, and we waited for breaks, but I’m sure that

by the time it gets to leave thoughts will change very

much and we will always remember these years.

Ayman Farekh
1985-1987
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NICKNAMES: Pat, Ti-Pat, Ti-Luc; Superman.
AMBITION: To become a lawyer.
PROBABLE DESTINY: Censored.
REMEMBER WHENS: The All Americans Tour;
Happy New Year Emanuel; I love being free after a
year and a half under a woman’s Nazi Regime; star-

ting my Christmas Vacation in the Voyageur’s
bathroom; watowato Carlo; J.F.’s quest for a cute

. . .; Pierre staying out of compulsory; ecoute In-

dochine en allant aux Promenades St. Bruno la

journee avant d’entrer au college avec une amie
speciale; rat in the kitchen.
REFLECTIONS: It was nice from far but far from be-

ing nice. Once you stop getting influenced you start
living a real life of your own.

NICKNAMES: Hickly, Invisible, Hick, Hinkly,
Dogbreath
AMBITION: To become a politician or a ski instruc-
tor at Owl’s Head.
PROBABLE DESTINY: Ski lift operator at Owl’s
Head.
REMEMBER WHENS: “Hurry up someone’s com-
ing”; nightly beats on Phil; baby powder fights with
Ken during study; Bara making me swear in front
ofevery teacher; down arena hill behind the tree, tuck
shop and up the ramp; “who are you talking to?”;

‘Special’ movies in the lounge; Rock n’ roll; P. Chan’s
35 rollout; knife throwing with Chris; Lay Whip, “she
what?”; The four minute cleanout; lemon squeze’s; me
Mike and Chris having confrontations with Bill; Bil-

ly spreading nasty rumours; Phil and Rob doing fun-

Patrice Giroux
1984-1987

ny things with pictures; Phil’s bad, bad news; my
roommate Phil, the weird and wild guy; Phil’s much
happier new; the other one Smurf; Rob asking for

food; Liz answering “WHAT?” . . .; V-Day dance;
remember, Smurf, Mimi, Liz?; on the fifth floor of Col-

by; Mad Scoot thinks we’re dead!!
REFLECTIONS: At first I thought this place was go-

ing to be a jail, but my Mom and Dad told me how
much they enjoyed boarding school. Once I got to

know the “ropes” and people I had a great time. Most
of all to my parents who pointed out the way, I LOVE
YOU. “The calendar on the wall is ticking the days
off, you’ve been reading some old letters, you smile
and think how much changed, all the money in the
world couldn’t buy back those days.” (THE THE)

Andrew Hickey
1986-1987

NICKNAMES: La Montagne, Eric-San, Suloman,
“call me Vern just for fun”
AMBITION

:

To be a professional and live easy
PROBABLE DESTINY: Archeological dig supervisor
for my cup board
REMEMBER WHENS: The weekend I spent $1.75
and . . under a raging moon and barefoot in

aradise; the Alamo; Ed Sulivan Shatter; the
usiness; le petit profiteur; vacation wishes come true;

bridge combustion; grade 10 Ottawa; Andrew driv-

ing the green machine with Pa and Danny; let’s make
the best of it and get zooed; greetings from Cherno-
ble; the Smiths; famous last words! “Sir I don’t

deserve this”; of course I don’t like her friend; long
and gone; Moffat
REFLECTIONS: Looking back and seeing what
made my stay here the best it could have been, there’s

only one thing that comes to my mind: Pierre, An-
drew, Randy-Andy, Jeff, Dave, Paul, Karl, Eva, Tina,
Josee, Scott, Jean Dupont, Roy, Chriso, Dominic,
Smurf, Mike, Eric Laf., MW, Dave Wu, my roommate
Andrew to whom I say - I got my daily dose. Josee
see you in the city; You are truly the class of 1987,
until we meet again, never forget to make the best
of everything . . . Lest your names life forever. EJAS

Eric Hill

1985-1987

NICKNAMES: Sandy, Joe, Bupendra Backlerac,
Buppy, Sans, Mrs. Flem.
AMBITION: To find a purpose ... to have a six per-
son partnership with Eva, Tina, Sandy and . . .

PROBABLE DESTINY: To become the three flying
Nuns, and never find my purpose.
REMEMBER WHENS: Kamada, come on we have
too; Joe and Luce, Jenny’s party; Tina and Sandy
roommates; blue light and the bangles, probation;
down arena, there is no purpose. Jodi, Sandy celebacy;
the best weekend ever; my new room with Jenny and

the guys on our wall; Billy’s car; basketball; Eva and
Hey baby don’t walk away from love; the rumors . .

.; behind the gym; crimes of heart; bubble bath; play-

ing dead on arena hill; the big chill; P.J.’s with Paul,
Dave and Mike; candle light dinner with Dave; train
with Tina, long talks; Eva and Sandy best friends
forever, thanks for being there, I love you lots . . .

REFLECTIONS: Coming to Stanstead College was
e which contained good and bad times,
remember.

Sandra Infilise

1985-1987
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NICKNAMES: Ti-Rick, Arthur.
AMBITION: To be a rich and famous businessman.
PROBABLE DESTINY: Working in the Stanstead

College business office.

REMEMBER WHENS: Grade 7; Mike, Jean B.; Bil-

ly B., Marilene, Andrew T., Jason, Franco, Louis D.,

Bernard, Billy L.; New students’ race; Davis initia-

tion; first year in Davis with Jean B.; swimming in

river at 10.30 pm (J.F. and Mike); Mrs. Bottle, IBM
meeting; Christmas break 86-87; L.C.C. weekend;

87 senior hockey team; grade nine hockey game

with Billy B. (remember two goals).

REFLECTIONS: Stanstead College has made a

very big change in my life. Over the years I have
learned to like this school. I have changed and I

think this school has helped me to learn many
things about responsibility and about living with

other people. I would like to thank my parents for

sending me to this school. I would also like to thank
my teachers and all those who also helped me in

these five years . . . Thanks Stanstead.

Eric Lafreniere

NICKNAMES: Mr. O, entertainment droid

AMBITION: Orthopediste
PROBABLE DESTINY: Death
REMEMBER WHENS: Miss Bottle (Lemaire, Carlo,

Eric); IBM Presidents; History trip to Ottawa (6:30

Eric); car wash (Berlie); good old 210; softball played

in a special way (Carlo); the sensational hockey

team; swimming in river at 10:30 pm (Prieur); room
104 - stuck together; Hey Tina, skidoos; the famous

LCC tournament (Dorn, Jean); Tina all around; Our
3 best friends: Fred, Trevor, & Shoulders of Fortune;

the February break at Gabriel 1986; Thanks
everybody
REFLECTIONS: Stanstead proved to me that your

friends are the most important thing and that you
shouldn’t risk a friendship. And also that it’s not the

number of friends that counts, but the quality.

Michel Langelier
1984-1987

NICKNAMES: Mave, owl
AMBITION: To be a successful social worker or

manager.
PROBABLE DESTINY: With no restrictions what-

ever.
REMEMBER WHENS: Rooming with “Ver” for two
years; all the special days with Terry; making won
tons with Amy, Winnie, Fanny, Eman, X-ping;

knowing the guys like Wang, Kwok, Wu, Chan;
Wang bugs me in Math class; having breakfast with

Terry, every morning; New students’ race; going to

Korea with my family and Winnie in the summer;
staying at the Chiu’s house; arguing with Roy in

class; sleigh ride with “To”; Mr. Look wants you,

(Mr. Look likes you); Mr. Look belongs to you.
REFLECTIONS: 1 will really remember the good

times at Stanstead with my friends. I always en-

joyed French class and I will always remember the

teachers and fellow students.

Maveda Lee
1985-1987

NICKNAMES: Dominique, Dom Dom, Dom, Dum
Dom, Dum, etc . . .

AMBITION: World super ralley Car driver.

PROBABLE DESTINY: Driving a hurse in china

town!!, or being a bus driver for Stanstead.

REMEMBER WHENS: Tu jam; Pig patrol and the

miketo classic; The fire truck with Sof; L.C.C.

weekend, when I hurt my knee; Peep show; J.C. Sta-

tion and staying there all day; I’ll never forget you
guys: Mike, the two Jeans, Eric, Rambo and of

course my best friends Fred, Trevor and last Super-

man; Shoulders of fortune, lies, they are all lies.

Dominique Lemaire
1985-1987
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NICKNAMES: Loopis Smokey the Bear, Loopy,
Loomer.
AMBITION: Journalist.
PROBABLE DESTINY: Male secretary to Mr.
Gallant.
REMEMBER WHENS: Rooming with Paul, Nick
and Elie; getting caught smoking fifty-three times;
watching Ed Sullivan with Ken, Eric, Andrew and
Scott; Andrew Moffat gone but not forgotten; Kelly
Culligan on the ice; Ashbury tournaments; finally
having a winning basketball season; Stanstead’s
latest group, The Dead Abrioux’s; Cone head the
mod Steve; Popsicle Man; That nice cemetery with
the Duke; Judah the psycho; Trevor the sicko; seven

years.
REFLECTIONS: Having been at Stanstead for six
years I must say honestly that I didn’t enjoy it much.
But no one really enjoys school. Having seen so
many people come and go and how they matured I

must say that they are a living proof of some of the
great work that is done here. The school has a
tremendous positive influence and I am glad to have
had the opportunity to study here. My thanks to Mr.
Denney and to Mr. Ashworth for advice. Thanks to
Richard Prud’homme, Eric Dixon, the smokers, Eric
Hill, Andrew TenPas, Scott Campbell plus Kensaku
from Kobe.

NICKNAMES: Jabba, Tubby, Friar Prieur, Polar
Bear, Jelly Belly, just Fat, Jelly Fish, the toaster,
kitchen appliance
AMBITION: To be a successful lawyer in Montreal
and to be jolly (as usual).

PROBABLE DESTINY: Priest, assistant History
teacher, third string centre for some unknown foot-

ball team, cleaning up closets.

REMEMBER WHENS: Being jolly; never looking
sad but I was; grade seven; TSASSIS snowmobile;
hitting the town with Carlo; room 210; Monday
night brush fights with Carlo; our flame-throwers; I

hate “Les Grands Minces”; playing football; swim-
ming in the river at ten thirty pm; my closet; having
a lot of ‘friends’, but not many real ones; Mike;

Jeremy Loome
1981-1987

Carlo; Catherine; Manou; Marie-Anne; Pat; Tina,
and the Beavers; “Hey Buddy!”; Schmoumoune!
REFLECTIONS: It’s been real, and it’s been nice,
but it hasn’t been real nice. After five years here,
I’ve only liked one girl, and I let her slip away . . .

Thanks a lot Carlo, there’s not enough space here to
describe the fun, and the arguments we’ve had. You
helped me through the bad times (ED), and we
laughed in the good times, although there weren’t
many, And last, but not least, my ‘old’ friend,
teacher, adviser, Mr. Denney, who was the only
teacher who knew about (ED), my friend. Thank-you
to all the wonderful people in this school, I’ll miss
you. To the five year club - Hang in there!

Jean-Fran^ois Prieur
1982-1987

NICKNAMES:Manou, Forehead, Preppy-Poteau
AMBITION: A successful Pediatrician with a degree
in Psychology.
PROBABLE DESTINY: Be married to Jean Dupont
and have three boys, “no girls what so ever”
REMEMBER WHENS: French class grade 10 with
the pepper connection; room confinement with
Catherine; weekends with Isabelle; remember Steve
and Pierre; fights with Marie-Anne; The Little Sup-
per with Catherine; Jay Peak hiking trip; Thierry,
Cathie and me; It could have worked out Blois; our
science fair deal, who won?; the LCC tournament, do
you remember Eric?; long talk in Physics with
Lafreniere; Vive Bugbee House; Manon and me in

Bugbee forever; History trip to Ottawa; Berlie and
me on Saturday; discussion with Dupont for the
Grad; Important people; Sansoucy - Dupont -

Laberge - Bouchard - Berlie - Prieur - Langelier -

Tremblay - Blois - Lafreniere - Levy; I do like you
Dumouchel; my dreams about Paul; always in love
with juniors, and many more remember . . .

REFLECTIONS: I came to Stanstead with idea of
arty all the time, I guess I was wrong, but anyway I

ad a lot of fun, and I met new and different people
who became my friends and good friends. I learned
to study very hard cause there’s nothing better to do!
Seriously Stanstead was a very good experience and
I always will keep wonderful souvenirs!

NICKNAMES: Cathy, Olive-Oil, Preppy-Poteau,
Brains.
AMBITION: To become a famous fashion designer
established in Paris.
PROBABLE DESTINY: Early death beside
Marilene on a beach in Acapulco.
REMEMBER WHENS: Baby powder fights with
Dom and Mike; long discussions with Manou in
French classes; “green light” and “alternative” in
room #408; McDonalds in Newport with Marilene;
walking too far with Manou . . . room confined!; war
with Pierre in the snow; cross-country skiing 85-86;
baccalaureate night at the river; pumpkin pills; our
science fair deal with Jean and Jean; behind the

Emmanuelle Renaud
1985-1987

bam with Sophie; the Mansarade in Montreal after
long weeks at Stanstead; the famous Ottawa trip in
grade 10; listermint with Berlie and junior bac with
Moffat; and of course lots, lots more.
REFLECTIONS: I came to Stanstead with
something in mind but everything here was dif-

ferent. I had hard times but I met interesting friends
who supported me. I’m still alive, even after all the
times I said, “I am going to die, I can’t take it

anymore”. Anyway, I’m glad that I had two years at
Stanstead because I’ll be much stronger in the
future. Many thanks to: Mary, Manou, Aqua, Eric,
Jean +Jean, Mike, Dom, Sophie, Josee, Jean-
Francois, Isabelle, Manon, etc., etc.

Catherine Sansoucy
1985-1987
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NICKNAMES: Smurf, Big Guy, Farmer Jed, Little

big man, Andre the giant, Smurfie the crock, Murf,
Larry, Fast Hands
AMBITION: To become a successful business man
PROBABLE DESTINY: Selling icecream to penguins
REMEMBER WHENS: Franco-my eyes!; bengay;
superman; Camron give the purse back!; krazy Karl;
Mr. Belvadere; Billy! stop throwing knives; LCC
weekend - Liz trys to headbut the sink; hockey team
’87; screwby doo; backgammon till 4 am with Ayman;
room 103; the french bomb!; midnight talks with
Ludgar; IBM; Scotty; Piglet and friends; grade 8 - Jr.

back!; friendly talks with Aly; fifth floor colby - Valen-
tines Day with Liz; Burgis babies; Carlos ‘83’; Farmer

brothers - Ted, Ned, Fred.
REFLECTIONS: For the four years that I’ve come
to Stanstead I have to say that it hasn’t been all that
bad, but it hasn’t been great either. When I leave
Stanstead I’ll be grateful that I’m gone, but I know
that I’ll miss the people, and the school in a way, and
I probably won’t really appreciate it for many years
after. I’ve made a lot of good friends here and every
year as I get closer to grad they have either left,

f
raduated or will be with me in ’87. To these people
wish luck in the future and maybe we will meet later

on who knows? Thanks to the Bugbee Seniors of ’87.

Stanstead you’re a good experience!!!

Andrew Schell

1983-1987

NICKNAMES

:

Ken, Kenny
AMBITION: To become a biochemist
PROBABLE DESTINY: Kamakaze pilot in World
War III.

REMEMBER WHENS

:

Under the bridge with Scott,

Jeremy and Eric on Scott’s birthday ;
With Jason and

Jeremy behind the arena; tripping all the time; the

Ashbury tournament playing quarters; Wang and his

undigested pizza; Scott, Eric and I got confined; Lay
Whip and les autos; Basketball and my team mates;

talking with TenPas’s mother; LaTuque with Dave;
Pink Floyd “The Wall”.

REFLECTIONS: This is my first year in Stanstead
so I don’t have many things to say. It is not a bad
place once you learn to break the rules with minimum
penalty. Also the people here in Stanstead are much
nicer than other schools in general. Academically this

is a very good school. A special thanks goes to Mrs.
Edgar, my adviser, for helping me in many ways.
Also, thanks to all the teachers and my friends for

making the year such a success. To Mom and Dad,
Thanks for everything you did to support me. To my
guardians thanks for making my stay in Canada
exciting.

AMBITION: To get a job . . .

PROBABLE DESTINY: Charter fisherman in the
Carribbean
REMEMBER WHENS: The Alamo; Getting married
in physics; How happy the Battahs always were; Ed
Sullivan Show; Tsassis’s snowmobile; Rule of the
week; Krazy Karl truck killer; Getting Xaved; Tub-
by Co.; The business; Ottawa; The provincials; Last
game ofmy football career; Johnathan and Christine
. . .; Skeeter; Kensaku and Ericsan; living with the

little guy; Rocko; LaCite; Get on top; Scoot - Seven
hours in Newport; Samantha phoning me; Why Eric?
REFLECTIONS: Having been at Stanstead for five

Kensaku Sudo
1986-1987

years, I have seen the school rise from a reform school

to a respectable institution. I won’t really appreciate

Stanstead until long after I leave. I guess you could
say that you never appreciate something until you
don’t have it anymore. Being here so long has
greatened my appreciation for the city, and (among
other things) hot water. I would like to thank Mr.
Ashworth, because he had the most profound effect

on me during the five years. As well I would like to

thank my parents for tolerating me the last eighteen

years. Mr. Phillip; never forget grade seven Ecology!

Salut Eric, Marlene, et J.F., mes copains. S.L.

Andrew TenPas
1982-1987

NICKNAMES: Mary-L, Marie, Boule Noire (Dom),
Maria de Montreal (Cathy)
AMBITION: To become a famous lawyer
PROBABLE DESTINY: An early death on a beach
in Acapulco
REMEMBER WHENS: Isabelle; Spanish; Miss Morel
. . . remember Patrick on Sunday mornings; Right
Marie Claude?; Kuson; Donald; George; Georgette La-

quete . . . du bleu, du rouge, du vert; grade 10 with
Pat . . . Friday June 13, already a year!; Emmanuelle
next door, ravioli during study, driving Cathy crazy;

down at the river on a Sunday with Patrick . . . bad

news again; having a McDLT in Newport during
study; Akua, remember phoning to Maryland; to

Cathy and Manou, la grosse pomme; squash courts

on that Saturday; Juanito, les Terrasses avec toi; to

Catherine, les babines au depanneur!; to Scott, the
treasurer hunt!; La Cite with Andrew TenPas, I’ll

never forget you!
REFLECTIONS: How can I forget Stanstead after

five years. I’ll always remember everything about
this place! Thank-you for everything this school has
made me aware of, through the good and the bad
times, I learned so much.

Marilene Tremblay
1982-1987
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NICKNAMES: Pregyptian, Rocko, Woppper, Mugsy,
Terrorist, Knuckles, The Fixer
AMBITION: Aeronautical engineer
PROBABLE DESTINY: Waiting for the cheque.
REMEMBER WHENS: Skinning Beavers; CK’s at

true stories; 22 in 24; 3D horror; one o’clock;
Room 210; Fern; sleigh rides; symmetrical boot stack-

ing; chemistry; J.F. in love; Giroux waisting a year
and a half of his life; flame thrower; brush fights;

Voyageur; lying in the grass; alternative music in 21;
Wrestlemania; Stanstead logic; my jacket; Wato
Wato; dancing at Stanstead; Roylocoby; veg all year;
Quebec city; Room 210

Carlo Vocisano
1985-1987

NICKNAMES: Wang
AMBITION: Stay home and have children
PROBABLE DESTINY: To be the boss of the
Chineese Connection.
REMEMBER WHENS: At Ashbury playing a game
called bath tub and pizza in the motel with Loome
and Sudo, I played the pizza part and Loome and Sudo
played the bath tub part. By the way I would like to

thank them both for the hot shower. I would also like

to thank the members of the Chinese connection that

I had a good time with; I would also like to tell Loome
not to forget the song that I taught him ‘Amour’.
REFLECTIONS: This is my first year in Stanstead,
and I really enjoy the life here. I would like to thank
all teachers at the school. It is because of you that
I grew and learned. To my friends I also say thanks
because it is you who helped make my days at
Stanstead so fun, filled with love and happiness.
Thank you, thank you, thank you, I will never forget
86-87. It was a very good year.

Michael Wang
1986-1987

NICKNAMES: Woo-Chy, Bab, Shake
AMBITION: Learn whatever that I can learn, do
whatever that I can do, living in a healthy comfort
PROBABLE DESTINY: Chief in Command of Beg-
gar Organization
REMEMBER WHENS: The first day at Stanstead;
my best friend FU; walking on the river with FU and
JL; burning box in Bugbee; the bottle of PD FU and

I; 101 damages that Karl made; rooming with Billy;

the bottles of 85-86; eyes to eyes never forget you;
working at night; Bow-Bow and I

REFLECTIONS: I have had some great times at
Stanstead College, the people have been good to me.
Memories will always be with me, of the times I’ve

had with my friends at Stanstead College. It will be
hard for me to say goodbye, but I must.

David Wu
1983-1987

The Advisors, Editors and Staff of the 1987

SPECTRUM wish the graduating students all the

very best in the years ahead.
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GRADE TWELVES Charles Sezlik

555 Britany Drive #112
Pierre Gauvreau
265 Boul. Gosselin

Paul Arbec Ottawa, Ontario. Waterville, Quebec.

3829 Lakeshore Drive K1K 4L5 JOB 3H0
Rawdon, Quebec. Joel Shahrabani Patrice Giroux

GOK ISO 199 Finchley 6100 Chemin Deacon

Arnaud Audebert Hampstead, Quebec. Montreal, Quebec,

1 Qua. Gatine H3X 3A7 H3S 2V6
Pointe a Pitre Julia Williams Andrew P. Hickey

Guadeloupe, F.W.I. 4 Oakfield, Hanbury 85 Stratford Road
Julie Battah Burton-on-Trent, Staffs. Hamstead, Quebec.

804 Bordeleau England. H3X 3C8
Joliette, Quebec. Hiromi Yamamoto Eric Hill

J6E 2J5 1-15-1 Chuo 3498 Atwater Ave., #12

Andrew Berlanda Naknano-Ku Montreal, Quebec.

Lyford Cay Club Tokyo 164, Japan. H3K 1Y2
P.O. Box N7776 Alexandra Zawisza Sandy Infilise

Nassau, N.P. Bahamas c/o Mr. and Mrs. J. Zawisza 132 Fredmir

Christina Brink Canadian Embassy Dollard-Des-Ormeaux

2533 Cote St. Charles
St. Lazare, Quebec.

Ottawa, Ontario. Quebec. H9A 2V8
Eric Lafreniere

Gary Stuart Bruce
P.O. Box 249
Lunenburg, Nova Scotia.

GRADE ELEVENS 6531 Brassard
St. Zenon, Quebec.
J0K 3N0

BOJ 2C0 Akua Akyea Michel Langelier

Carola Bunge Unicef 1057 St. Joseph

34 Point O’Woods P.O. Box 460 Beloeil, Quebec.

Darien, CT. 06820 Monrovia, Liberia. J3G 4E1
U.S.A. Jean Berlie Maveda Lee

Paul Chan 5365 Monkland 54 A 14/fl Broadway
5493A Avenue Victoria Montreal, Quebec. Mei Foo Sun Chuen
Montreal, Quebec. H4A 1C3 Kowloon, Hong Kong.

H3W 2P9 William H. Blois Dominique Lemaire

Christopher Chik c/o Montreal Engineering 1321 Sherbrooke West

16 Arlington Ave. Box 6088, Station A Montreal, Quebec.

Westmount, Quebec. Montreal, Quebec. H3C 3Z8 H3G 1J4

H3Y 2W4 Kevin Boden Jeremy Loome
Eva Ciampini 678 du Chateau c/o Alan Indge

977 Wilson Ave. Sainte Foy, Quebec 14 Main Street

Montreal, Quebec. G1X 3N7 Souris, P.E.I.

H4A 2T1 Alan Scott Cambell J.F. Prieur

Jeff Cogan 953 Ave. Arnaud Quest 4 Belfrage Rd.

564 Hilldale Rd. Sept-les, Quebec Westmount, Quebec.

Ottawa, Ontario. G4R 3C6 H3Y 1E7

KIM 0S1 Roy Chan Emmanuelle Renaud
Josee Deslauriers ClearWater Bay Road 3666 Jeanne-Mance

1915 Ave. Raymond Vella pergola T/7 DD243 Montreal, Quebec

Chomedy, Laval, Quebec. Kowloon, Hong Kong H2X 2K5
H7S 1R3 Jean Philippe Chartol Catherine Sansoucy

Neil Dickins 5 bis Place de la Victoire 669 Duplin

1715 De Grosbois Pointe-A-pitre 97110 Mont. St. Hilaire

St. Bruno, Quebec. Guadeloupe, F.W.I. Quebec. J3H 1P2

J3V 4N2 Eman Cheung Andrew Schell

Lynnea Duncan 1370 Place Sagan 90 Elgin Ave.

C.P. 8 Brossard, Quebec Point Claire, Quebec.

Stanstead, Quebec. J4X 1H6 H9R 2K2
JOB 3E0 Veronica Chui Kensaku Sudo

Derrick Fung 5638 Smart Avenue Yamate 1-chom

234 Prince Edward Road Cote St. Luc, Quebec. 2-10-1206 658

IfF A H4W 2M3 Hyogo, Japan.

Kowloon, Hong Kong. Robert Aronh iotas Deom Andrew TenPas
David Goodfeliow P.O. Box 715 52 Summit Circle

262 Bellevue Street Kahnawake, Quebec. Westmount, Quebec.

La Tuque, Quebec. J0L 1B0 H3Y 1B3

G9X 1Y7 Anik Desfosses Marilene Tremblay

Robert Hirsh 8 Beaujeu 85 Range Road

4850 Cote St. Luc Road St. Luc, Quebec. Ottawa, Ontario.

Montreal, Quebec. J0J 2A0 KIN 8J6

H3W 2H2 Marie-Ann Desjardins Carlo Vocisano

Curtis Karmatz 258 Willowdale #9 1321 Sherbrooke West

Omirou #

1

Outremont, Quebec. Montreal, Quebec.

Lamia, Greece. H3T 1G7 H3M 2X5
Andrew McIntosh Sophie Douville Michael Wang
77 Cote St. Charles 1751 du Manoir 44 East Gath Ave.

Hudson, Quebec. Outremont, Quebec Vancouver, B.C.

JOP 1J0 H2V 1B7 V5X 1Z6

Daniel Morgan Jean Dupont David Wu
8 Walderslade Road 1190 de L’Esperence 41 Kuei Ten St.

Chatham, Kent. Ancienne Lorette Taipei, Taiwan

England.
Karl Schlesak
P.O. Box 3627
Dubai
United Arab Emirates

Quebec. G2E 1T7
Ayman Farekh
21 Lakeshore #304
Point Claire, Quebec.
H9S 5N3

Republic of China.
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THE PATRONS
R.L. Crain Ltd.

Mr. J.K. Finlayson

Mr. and Mrs. E. Battah

M. et Mme. Breault

Mr. Thomas C. Camp

Cantol Ltd.

Cogan and Cogan Ltd.

Hyatt Insurance Agency

Mr. and Mrs. L. Levy

Gordon L. McGilton

R.H. Rediker Transport Ltd.

Sarah A. Stevenson

Mr. and Mrs. J. Berlie

Mr. and Mrs. J. Jacques

Marche Gaulin Enr.

Salon Rene

The Sherbrooke Record

Mr. Eric Mills
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ANIENS
TRANSPORT LTEE

2130, boul. Industrie!

Chambly. P.Q. J3L 4V2

Andr6 Viens
President

Canada - U.S.A. Transit Yard
Inside storage available

Canada - U.S.A.

Custom Bounded Carrier

1 (514) 658-4368

Telex: 05-267490
From the U SA: 1 (800) 361-3642

FELICITATIONS AUX FINISSANTS

DE L’ANNEE 1987

the
FF//P,tTAT/ONS AUX

FINISSANTS DE L’ANNEE1987

QUALITY TOURS AT THE BEST PRICES TO EASTERN AND
WESTERN EUROPE, THE MIDDLE EAST, THE CARRIBEAN, THE
ORIENT, AND THE SOUTH PACIFIC.

1117 St. Catherine W., Suite 905
Montreal, Qc, H38 1H9
(514) 284-3324 e
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FELICITATIONS AUX FINISSANTS

DE L’ANNEE 1987

LE GROUPS DE TRANSPORT

CARRYBECK inc

Andre Viens
President

Canada - U.S.A. Transit Yard

Inside storage available

Canada - U.S.A.

Custom Bounded Carrier

T£l.: (514) 658*4368

Telex: 05-267490
FAX NO.: (514) 658-6434
In watts
U.S.A.: 1 (800) 361-3642

2130, boul. Industriel

Chambly, P Q. J3L 4V2

Fleuriste

Florist

BEST WISHES

TO THE GRADUATES

FLORAL ARRANGEMENTS

FOR ALL OCCASIONS

ORIENTAL ARTS, PLANTS,

HELIUM FILLED BOUQUETS

DELIVERY

1-819-876-2388

DENIS NORMANDEAU, PROP.
34, Main P.O. Box 100

Rock Island, Quebec, JOB 3E0



your goals

WITH AN
ASSIST

FROM THE
COMMERCE

Canadian Imperial
Bank of Commerce

WILLIAM STEWART
ARCHITECT

32 MAIN STREET

ROCK ISLAND, QUEBEC

JOB 2K0

819-876-7372



BEST WISHES TO THE GRADUATES

FROM

THE STANSTEAD COLLEGE

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
OFFICERS

Peter Wynne C71)

Tracey Emms (’82)

John Stronach (’72)

Stephen Elder (’79)

Bruce Cappell (’70)

Donald Anderson (’73)

Gordon McGilton (’49)

President

Vice-President

Vice-President

Past President

Secretary

Treasurer

Legal Counsel/ Trustee

DIRECTORS

Georges Beaubien (’67) *

Scott Morgan (’75) *

Dora Stewart (’43) *

Geoffrey Wagner (’71) *

Ted Moysey (’72)

Geraldine Cox (’82)

Michel Geoffroy (’72)

Gerald Ginsherman (’43)

Gary Hindley (’79)

A1 Rich (’70)

Peggy Montgomery (’34) **

Dugie Ross (’70) *

Bert Titcomb (’51) *

Martin Kojoian (’82)

Tim Manning (’70)

Steve Dizgun (’79)

Philippe Geoffroy (’81)

Claudia Hess (’83)

Peter Newman (’72)

** denotes President of Board of Trustees

* denotes member of the Board of Trustees



JulesS-Cemay Qrthodontiste

D D S , F R.C.D. (C) 1 855, boul. Portland
Sherbrooke (Quebec)
J1J 3V7

Tel (819) 563-7770
Res (819)563-5552

T£L: 876-2386

Q&d&Gut £Eccftufue
CONTRACTEUR ELECTRIC1EN

Industrial — Commercial — R6sldentiel

SERVICE DE MAINTENANCE

GILLES GODBOUT Beebe, P.Q. JOB 1E0

FELICITATIONS

AUX

FINISSANTS DE 1987

RENOVATION MICHEL
TREMBLAY INC.

7000 Route 125

Chertsey, Quebec

MATERIAUX DE CONSTRUCTION

Telephone: 882-2727
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MISS BROWN'S UNIFORM RENTAL
A Unique System for Rental of Uniforms Tailor Made

for Your Company

- Improves Your Professional Image

- No Investment

- Dependable Repairs

- Emblems Speak for Themselves

- On-time Delivery

- No Shortages

- Concise Invoicing

WE SUPPLY

Shirts Pants Coveralls Shop Coats

Wiper Roll Towels Mats

In Montreal Phone: 634-9196



FELICITATIONS!

FINISSANTS DE 1987

Renaud, Pretontaine & AssScSItes

FRANQOIS RENAUD, F.I.A.C.

2275 EST, RUE JEAN TALON
MONTREAL, P.Q, CANADA
H2E 1V6 EXPERTS EN SINISTRES DASSURANCE

TEL 376-6560 INSURANCE ADJUSTERS

R
GESTION DE COURTAGE L.M.R. INC.

COURTIERS DAS8URANCES DANNY LAVALLEE INC.

Danny Lavallee, (MBA)
Vice-President

Lite • Salary • Group Insurance

Estate Planning • R.R.S.P. • Pension Plans

1600, Henri-Bourassa, Montreal

1 12, Queen St.. Lennoxville

(514) 333-7761
(819) 566-8833

BEST WISHES

FOR

CONTINUED SUCCESS

W.G.K. Boden, C.A.
partner

COMPLIMENTS OF

Emsliel Transport Ltd.

Beebe, Quebec

819-876-5148

chartered

accountants

2 Place Quebec telephone

Suite 536 (418)522-7001

PO Box 1 029

Upper-Town

Quebec (Quebec)

Canada G1R 4V3



GOOD LUCK

AND

BEST WISHES

THE GRADUATES

FROM

MR. AND MRS. RICARDO BUNGE



PAT'S

Mini-Moteur Service Inc.

BOLENS

Lawn & Garden Tractors

Snowblowers

- Chain Saws
- Snowmobile Parts

RENTALS

Stanstead, Quebec JOB 3E0
819-876-7207

n>
PAPETERIE
FAUCHER INC.

gErard dufresne

"Pour un service

vraimern pen>onnali$e»

Ameublement et Equipement
de Bureau

Vente — Location — Reparation

50. rue Laurier
MAGOG (Quebec)

J1X 2K3
Tel.: (819) 843-6715

WITH OUR COMPLIMENTS

TRANSPORT ARLIE C. FEARON

400 QUEEN - LENNOXVILLE, QUEBEC
JIM 1K9

YOUR GARBAGE WE’LL HAUL
SO GIVE US A CALL

AT
562-3473

AVEC NOS

COMPLIMENTS

Location d’autos
Tilden
Location de I’Estrie Ltee

4141 ouest, rue King

Sherbrooke, Quebec
J1L 1P5
(819) 822-4141

LOCATED AT
VAL ESTRIE FORD

Locations d’autos, de camions, de mini-bus,

d court et k long terme

Affilies: National Car Rental, Europcar



BEST WISHES

TO THE GRADUATES

Denis Courtemanche
Laval, Quebec

Jim Lavigne
Cowansville, Quebec

Jean Guy Poulin

Montreal, Quebec

Paul Woodstock
Delson, Quebec



COMPLIMENTS OF

BOLTON TREMBLAY
INC.

INVESTMENT CONSULTANTS

AND MANAGERS

SERVING INSTITUTIONAL AND

PRIVATE INVESTORS ACROSS CANADA

BEBBBQOa

MARCHE BOUCHARD Inc. C.P. 178

16 Principals Rock Island, Quebec JOB 2K0

Tel. 819-876-2767

14 UNITES DE MOTEL
BAR SALON. RECEPTIONS

SALLE A MANGER. EXCELLENTE CUISINE

7. RUE DEWEY
STEVE R. DEMERS STANSTEAD, QUE. JOB 3EO

Our primary goal is to work in close cooperation with our clients and to

progress with them from possible obstacles to successful projected

innovations. In short, we aim to keep ahead, or at the very least

abreast, of the many changes in the world of business.

BELANGER
HEBERT
integral part of

RAYMOND, CHABOT,
MARTIN, PARE

Management Services

:

• Marketing and Project Management Consulting

• Human Resources Management and Corporate Organizations

• Management and Data Processing Systems

• Corporate Financing and Subsidy Research

Offices in 50 cities in Quebec, in Ottawa and in Europe
Member of the Canadian Association of Management Consultants



GOOD LUCK AND BEST WISHES

TO THE GRADUATES

Serving Canadian businesses throughout
Quebec, Ontario and the Maritime
provinces for over 25 years.

Office Supplies

Sherbrooke

268 King Ouest

Sherbrooke, Quebec
J1H 1R1 (819) 565-9944

Toll free: 1-800-567-6935

MONTREAL TORONTO

LONDON HAMILTON

WATERLOO KINGSTON

information processing supplies

business furniture



CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL GRADUATES!

FELICITATIONS AUX FINISSANTS!

KNITTING YARN • SOFTNESS AT YOUR LEISURE!

FIL A TRICOTER • DOUX... A LOISIR!

PHENTEX USA , IA/C.

Hammond Lane, Plattsburgh,

N.Y. 12901

Tel.: (518) 563-2911

miCHEL PHANEUF
President

PHEISITEX IAIC.

6375 Picard, St-Hyacinthe, Quebec,

Canada J2S 1H3

T6L (514) 773-7434

NORmAND PHANEUF
President

TEL.: 525-3397

PLACE DES DRAPERIES
ET VERTICAUX

DRAPERIES TOUTES FAITES
SUR MESURES OU A LA VERGE

COU VRE-LIT - RIDEAUX - ACCESSOIRES
GRAND CHOIX DE TERGAL. FRANCA IS

ESTIMA TIOS ORA TL I TE

1227 EST, MONT-ROYAL, MONTREAL H2J1Y2

Printers

PubUshsrs
Lithographers

Edlteurs

Imprlmeurs
Llthographes

PROGRESSIVE publications PROGRESSIVES

( 1 97 0) INC.
729 CPR Terrace, Sherbrooke, P.Q. J1H 1T7

DOUG FLETCHER (819) 569-3636

.

boulkorU

Tel 514-489-5870
5174 Queen Mary Road
Montreal, Quebec, Canada
H3W 1X5

SUZANNE KOVACS

Tel: Res. 876-2251

APPLIANCE
SALES
AND
SERVICE

ARNOLD REVER

1yiBaqe

£Eectrkfue

Tel: 876-5615

VENTE ET

SERVICE

APPEREILS

MENAGERS

43 MAIN ROCK ISLAND, QUE.
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BEST WISHES

TO

THE GRADUATES

FROM

HINDLEY & ASSOCIATES

INC



GOOD LUCK GRADUATES

CONTACT "1"

ATHLETICS
SUPPLIES TO ALL STANSTEAD

ATHLETIC TEAMS FOR THE

LAST 20 YEARS.

Gazoline & Diesel Tel.: 876-5522

CENTRE DE SERVICE

(AUTOROUTE 55 INC.)

Jonction des Routes 143 et Autoroute 55

MARCEL DOYON, Pr<§s. Stanstead, Que.

COMPLIMENTS OF

DR. PAUL LANDRY

DENTAL SURGEON
CHIRURGIEN DENTISTE

34 DUFFERIN, STANSTEAD, QUE.

WITH OUR COMPLIMENTS

COLBY RIOUX a DEMERS
ADVOCATES

1155 DORCHESTER BOULEVARD WEST — 33 rd FLOOR

MONTREAL, CANADA H3B 3TI
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YOU’VE JUST TAKEN YOUR
FIRST STEP TOWARD SUCCESS.

NOW, WHAT’S YOUR NEXT MOVE?

MAKE ITA SMART MOVE.

TORON REALTIES CANADA INC., 6767 COTE DES NEIGES, SUITE 450
MONTREAL H3S 2T6, 1-514-738-2212

The Revenue Property Specialists



COMPLIMENTS OF

DR. A. TEN PAS

ANY PLACE— ANY TIME RADIO DISPATCHED

Central Taxi
DRIVER - SERGE

Phone 876-2454

SERGE SCROSATI .PROP

,

ROCK ISLAND, QUE.

THANK YOU TO OUR

GOOD CUSTOMERS AT

STANSTEAD COLLEGE
AND

GOOD LUCK TO

THE GRADUATES

ETIENNE FOURNIER
PHARMACIEN - PHARMACIST
21 BOUL NOTRE DAME OYC.CQII
ROCK '^LAND. QUE 0,0 3011

A. FLUET 8c FILS. INC.

BOS MA TERIAUX DE CONSTRUCTION QUINCAILLERIE

4 MAIN STREET • BEEBE P O JOB I EO
TELEPHONE (819) 876-2706

COMPLIMENTS DE

EXCAVATION FECTEAU INC.

R.R. 3

STANSTEAD, P.Q. JOB 3E0



Howarth INC.

(

A Scottish Shop established over 50 years \

Maison de tradition ecossaise etablie depuis plus de 50 ans /

- ^S/ss-rrsz /s*J rs?

r srs'r'sMr?r ?<<id r/r pMrSr't

&

/^’ rs/s /*? s??r^&

Howarth Inc. is a Montreal tradition.

They have dressed generations of

families beginning with school

uniforms for private and public

schools, both English and French,

through to custom made suits, shirts

and finest ladies' fashions.

The sort of outfit that always looks

right. Under one roof you can outfit

the whole family.

Howarth Inc., c'est toute une tradition

canadienne. Au fil des generations,

des families entieres nous ont fait con-

fiance autant pour les uniformes sco-

laires pour ecoles privees et publiques

anglophones et francophones que

pour les ensembles et chemises sur

mesure et les plus belles modes pour

dames.

Howarth Inc., c'est le genre de,vete-

ment qui tombe toujours bien. Chez
nous, on peut trouver des vetements

pour toute la famille.

MONTREAL
1444 Ste. Catherine W.

861-9242

Howarth INC.

OTTAWA
89 O'Connor

236-4613

TORONTO
Toronto-Dominion Centre

363-0362
Most major credit cards honored

Complimentary indoor parking entrance 1255 MacKay

Principals carles de credit honorGes

Stationnement int^rieur disponible, entrde 1255, rue MacKay



m
COMPLIMENTS

DE

Laberge & Laberge Ltee

MANUFACTURIERS
De BO IS de SCIAGE, COPEAUX, PULPE

Case Postale 250 — St-Felicien, P Q.

GOW 2N0

COMPLIMENTS DE

LA COMPAGNIE
CENTRALE

DE PLOMBERIE &
D'ELECTRICITE

LTEE
6500 ST-JACQUES OUEST

MONTREAL, QUEBEC H4B 1T6
TEL: 514-483-4550

1 s&. &ecui/sie*v

Richardson Greenshield6 of Canada Limited
4 Place Vi lie Marie
Montreal, Quebec H3B 2E8
(514) 397-2044

COMPLIMENTS
OF

joiffure Salon

ode Raymond
“UNISEX”
19. ru« Church. Rock Island. Out.

Hairdresser

876-5711
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WITH MY BEST WISHES

AND COMPLIMENTS

FROM A FRIEND
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COMPLIMENTS

OF

Local Completement Assure
Fully Insured

et longue
and long

Distance

JP TAXI
TEL: 876-5555

J.P. Fournier prop. Stanstead, Que.

THANK-YOU

FOR

YOUR PATRONAGE

COMPLIMENTS
OF

REED STENHOUSE
LIMITED
AND

SOCIETE DE COURTAGE
MELOCHE LIMITEE

International Insurance Brokers
Affiliated with

ALEXANDER & ALEXANDER INC.
(U.S.A.)

Place Air Canada 514-871-4500

500 Dorchester Blvd. W.
Montreal, Quebec
Canada H2Z 1Y4

COMPLIMENTS
OF

IMPRIMERIE LES TROIS VILLAGES
THREE VILLAGES PRINTING

STANSTEAD, QUEBEC JOB 3EO

DAVID LEPITRE

NOS COMPLIMENTS
LES

PLUS SINCERES

L. LAVIGNE LIMITEE

2685, RUE GALT OUEST
SHERBROOKE. QUE
J1K 1L8

TELEPHONE
Bur.: (B19) 563-3141

RICHARD LAVIGNE
directeur g6n6ral

EMBOUTEILLEUR AUTORISE DE PEPSI COLA BULL S HEAD

DISTRIBUTEUR DE CANADA DRY. CRUSH. HIRES. EAU DE SOURCE CHAMPLAIN

Tel (Bur i 569-2847

(Res )
562-6724

EXTERMINATION
CAMERON inc.

Service Antiparasitaire

Pierre A. CAMERON
918 Boul McManamy representant

Sherbrooke (Quebec) J1H 2N3 technique

PLUS DE 65 ANNEES DE SERVICE ET D EXPERIENCE
“Votre satisfaction est notre seule preoccupation'



THE ROYAL BANK
OF CANADA

Francois Ayette
Manager

44 Main Street

Rock Island, Quebec
JOB 2K0

(819) 876-2725

COMPLIMENTS

OF

A

WISHING YOU GOOD THINGS
IN THE FUTURE

FRIEND!

C.P./P.O. Box 219
Stanstead, Quebec

JOB 3E0
Tel: 819-176-2211

Pierre Chiasson

- PLUSH TOYS - GREAT STOCKING STUFFERS
- CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS - TOPS - KIDS’ JEWELLERY

- WRAPPING PAPER - CARDS
- MUSICAL GIFTS - GUND, HERITAGE, RUSS

TOYS - GIFTS

1232 GREENE AVE

937-3833
OPENTHURS4FRI TILL 9



FELICITATIONS

GROUPE
G M P



Quadra Chemicals Ltd.
uadra Chimie Lt6e.
We Wish the Graduating Class of 1987

Much Happiness and Success.

7575 Trans-Canadienne
St-Laurent, Quebec
H4T 1V6
Tel: 514-337-2454

Telex: 05-824009

228, RUE MAIN EST CASE POSTALE 120

Sp6cialit6s:

Terrassement, Routes, Egouts, Aqueduc. Asphalte.

Construction en b6ton, Lignes teiephoniques, Cables et

conduits sous-terrains - Estimation sur demande
Gravier et Service de concassage

Emile R. Provencher i.c.i.a.

PRESIDENT BUREAU 849-2774

DIRECTEUR GENERAL RESIDENCE 849-3222

tjUje jMerattric Cotttpmt^
JHcrnlbrg for JHilitarg, ^Ebucationnl,

(2U|urcl|; atib professional Associations

JHanb faitttcb piaquea

^abgcs - Ololb an& ^ill* limbroihereb

tEiee attb pennies - anb ?r»nteb

^Enamellcb ^CapcI fins

Suite 1503, 2180 Marine Drive Srian Jotoell

Oakville, Ont. Canada L6L 5V2 827-4020

COMCREST LTD.

Box 689
Niagara-on-the-Lake,

Ontario LOS 1JO

Crested Products: China, Glass, Pins,

Walnut Plaques and Bookeneds, Pewter
Soft Goods, Keyfobs, Decals, Backpacks

and Athletic Bags.

Phone: 416-468-7137

COMPLIMENTS OF

FOURNIER CLEANERS

Stanstead, Quebec 876-5446

Andre Saey-owner

Published by
JOSTENS CANADA










